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Senate Judiciary Committee Holds Hearing on
Homeland Security Department Oversight

LIST OF PANEL MEMBERS AND WITNESSES
GRASSLEY:Everybody in this room, welcome. But particularly to our new secretary of homelandsecurity, Secretary Nielsen. We welcome you. Thank you for taking time from your busyschedule to be here for a very important part of Congress's responsibility to docongressional oversight.Your department is a very important part of the Executive Branch, plays a very central rolein overseeing our lawful immigration system, besides protecting the country and our people.Oversight is a very important part of what we do here in Congress. Events like today'shearing provide an opportunity for the people's representatives to investigate and questionthe policies and actions of the executive branch.There are important issues in your department's jurisdiction that are facing our country.One of those important issues is the continuing fate of at least 690,000 individuals enrolledin the DACA Program. Every member of this committee, especially this member, has aninterest in ensuring that we find a fair and equitable solution for that population. I hope my
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colleagues also share my concern about the continued integrity of our nation's lawfulimmigration system and the safety of those who call America home.It's imperative that we make sure that 20 years from now, we don't just wind up right backwhere we are now, at the negotiation table on the same immigration issues. In order to dothat, the simple fact is that any DACA solution has to answer issues like border security,interior enforcement, chain migration.So let me take a minute and explain what I mean by border security. Real robust bordersecurity is a puzzle and it has many pieces. One piece of this puzzle, but just one piece, is theneed for technical and technological infrastructure. That includes a combination of wallwhere appropriate, fencing, drones, radar, everything in between. But another piece, and Ibelieve you will agree, a very important piece, is the legal authority to apprehend, detainand remove people that illegally enter our country.
GRASSLEY:Unfortunately, our current legal authorities are riddled with loopholes and don't allow us toeffectively do that. Just ask any CBP officer about how effective our current authorities are.The answer you will hear is pretty clear; they aren't very effective.That's why border security provisions in any eventual DACA deal need to be -- includechanges in authorities. Infrastructure without legal authority changes is useless. But bordersecurity alone isn't enough. We also have to make changes to our interior enforcement toallow us to easily remove dangerous criminal aliens.Your department needs increased authority to remove human traffickers, sex offenders,criminal gang members, drunk drivers and terrorists. Public safety threats should not begiven free rein to roam our country.We owe the American people a real solution to this problem and the only way to provide it isto address these other pieces as well, but DACA isn't the only issue your department isfacing. American workers are increasingly at risk because the United States admits so many
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foreign workers, some of whom are permitted to stay for years or even decades. Manycompanies use cheap foreign labor, driving down salaries.Worse still, many of these employers commit terrible abuses. That's why I was pleased tosee this administration take on the issues with its Buy America, Hire American executiveorder. However, it is unclear whether efforts, to date, have really moved the needle when itcomes to protecting American workers and I hope you, Madam Secretary, can shed somelight on that.This committee is also well aware that the department is facing larger structural problems.DHS still doesn't operate like a single agency. You may disagree, but that's the way I see it. Itoperates like a bunch of little agencies that don't always work well together.Time and again, I hear reports that the various components within the departments do nothave adequate mechanisms for data collection and information sharing. This means that theright hand often doesn't know what the left is doing; a practice that causes inefficiency. Thatcriticism is particularly concerning with regard to DHS's founding mission, to protect theUnited States from terrorism.When the agency doesn't adequately share information, it's hard to see how the departmentwill be well-equipped to foresee the next New York City attack or the next San Bernardinoshooting. The threat from overseas continues to be real, but this country has also seen a risein homegrown violent extremists. Collecting and sharing information within DHS and withother law-enforcement partners is critical to combating these threats.In 2017, the department was criticized by its own inspector general for the lack of unifiedimmigration strategy, for poor information sharing between sub agencies and for seriousI.T. challenges.Regarding the immigration strategy, last November, DHS Office of Inspector General,criticized the agency for failing to unify the approach across agency subcomponents likeICE, CBP and USCIS.
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GRASSLEY:These sub-agencies enforce the same laws and they must -- just common sense, say theymust be reading from the same page. Otherwise, you'll continue to suffer from conflictingenforcement priorities. Regarding information sharing; for years, I've been raising concernsabout this very real and serious problem which affects all U.S. government agencies. Andyour department is no exception.In October 2017, Special Inspector General for the Afghan Reconstruction reported asignificant problem with Afghan military officers in the U.S. for training often going AWOL.These AWOL Afghan soldiers are considered high-risk because of their military training andlow-risk for detention. In fact, out of 150 AWOL Afghan trainees, the inspector generalfound 83 either fled the country or remain unaccounted for.Apart from the obvious national security concerns, this also negatively impacts operationalreadiness and wastes millions of taxpayers' dollars. In some of these cases, ICE failed tonote -- notify other U.S. government agencies that the Afghan officials had gone AWOL.And I hope the department is working to implement the inspector general's importantrecommendations. Another case that also happened under the Obama administration, ICEwas investigating a DACA recipient accused of child exploitation.Because ICE failed to share information with the rest of the department, the man wasissued an employment authorization document and was able to get a job at a summer camp,where he harmed several children before he was caught. And, of course, it's obvious thatthat's a tragedy. This kind of completely avoidable failure should never happen. But all ofyour department's OIG reports, the recent ones at least, suggest that DHS needs seriousimprovement when it comes to sharing information between components.The same is true of information technology. In 2017, every single department OIG reportthat touched on the I.T. system had something critical to say. And, in some cases, like theCBP, your OIG said that the I.T. systems are so old and ineffective that they're a risk topublic safety and national security. This risk became real for hundreds of thousands of
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holiday travelers when CBP's system went down two weeks ago on January 2nd, strandingthem at U.S. airports around our country.On top of that, the department still has not fulfilled its decades-old promise to create aworking exit/entry system. Because DHS has never been able to complete this system, wedon't know who has departed this country. And that means we also don't know who is stillhere. Statistics show that almost half of the aliens, unlawfully present in the United States,came here legally but overstayed their status -- when their status expired.If we knew they were still here, we could track them down and penalize the -- the peoplewho overstay, but the department has not been able to build the I.T. system necessary tomake this possible. Despite all of these concerns, it's clear that under the currentadministration, DHS is making real progress to improve homeland security.In 2017, we saw real efforts to curb illegal immigration, close loopholes in legalimmigration authorities, and protect the American people from international terrorism. Forthese and other reasons, I'm grateful for your service, as we ought to be for a lot of cabinetsecretaries, but particularly, your big department you have to oversee. So I look forward tohearing more from you today as we explore ways to improve your agency and address ourcountry's needs.So I thank you, Secretary Nielsen, for your participation in this important hearing.And now I call on Senator Feinstein.
FEINSTEIN:Thanks very much, Mr. Chairman. And as you know, I agree with you about your strongfeelings on oversight and -- excuse me.I'd like to take this opportunity to welcome you, Madam Secretary, to the committee. TheDepartment of Homeland Security actually, more than any other agency, impacts the livesof tens of thousands of the residents of the largest state, California, on a daily basis.
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Through its policies affecting tourism, immigration, as well as efforts fighting wildfires andother national -- natural disasters and protecting our nation's security, your agency, MadamSecretary, impacts my state in profound ways.Since the Trump administration assumed power in January of last year, Californians havewatched with great concern as the department has implemented a series of concerningpolicy changes.This administration has systemically announced a series of changes targeted at immigrantsand their families. They include the reckless and poorly drafted Muslim ban in the first daysof the administration; the decision to slash and cripple the refugee program; the rescissionof DACA before a legislative solution was in place to protect these young people who trustedour government; the systematic deconstruction of the legal immigration system, includingthe cumbersome expansion of immigration application forms; and the termination oftemporary protected status for Salvadorans, and shockingly, Haitians, meaning individualswill likely be deported to some areas with the highest rate of violent crime and poverty nextyear.These policies have had a ripple effect throughout communities and neighborhoods in mystate. We have seen children afraid to go to school, parents afraid to go to work,distinguished professors denied visas, husbands and wives separated, and families tornapart. One case that really stood out for me is that of the Sanchez family from the Oaklandarea. The parents, Maria and Eusebio Sanchez, were deported late last year.They weren't criminals. They owned a home, they paid their taxes, they lived in the UnitedStates for 23 years. The mother was an oncology nurse at Highland Hospital; the father, atruck driver. Their deportation meant that their children, one a United States citizen, andone a DACA recipient, ages 23, 21, respectively, have to be the caretakers for their twoyounger siblings, ages 16 and 12.
FEINSTEIN:
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In fact, I personally pled -- pled with your predecessor to spare this family from deportation.However, my requests were rebuffed. Let me just share a few other examples fromCalifornia. A teacher from Los Angeles writes, "I woke up this morning to the Trumpadministration's decision to rescind the immigration status for Salvadorans. Tomorrow Ihave to face my high school students and try to reassure them that they will be OK, eventhough they will be facing tremendous uncertainty and possible deportation in the comingmonths." That's a quote. A young DREAMer from Riverside wrote, and I quote, "I came tothe United States in 2005, when I was only six years old. Ending DACA would mean that mydreams and opportunities to be successful will be destroyed. I would not have been able toreach and afford a higher education if it were not for DACA.", end quote.So my office has been inundated with hundreds of these stories, Madam Secretary. Sincethis administration assumed office, my office and I have met with Muslim Americans afraidthat their families will be denied visitor VISA's because of their faith .We have met with DACA recipients who have told me personally that they've contemplatedsuicide for the potential exposure to ICE that may have -- be inflicted on the rest of theirundocumented families. What's worse is that this is just the tip of the iceberg. I understandthe administration is considering even more drastic policy changes.For instance, the press has reported that the administration is, once again, considering ageneralized policy of separating small children from their parents at the southwest border.Candidly, woman to woman, I can't believe that and I hope you will clarify the department'sposition in your remarks. Because not only would such a systemic policy encroach upon theConstitutional rights of parents, it is callous and, quite frankly, stunningly un-American.The American Academy of Pediatrics called such a proposal, quote, "Inhumane andcounterproductive" end quote, citing the potential for trauma and stress to causepermanent harm on the developing brains of children.The America I know does not rip small children from their parents. And I can't imagine thefear that a small child must fear if this were to happen, and for what? Because the child hadno choice in any of this, so please, I hope you will set that straight today.
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When I heard for the first time that this policy was being considered, I wrote to yourpredecessor, Mr. Kelly, and asked him to soundly reject this cruel proposal. And I now hopethat today you, here, will reject it as well, immediately and forcefully.Lastly, in light of the reports about the President's recent comments, I hope you're ready tospecifically address one issue in particular and that's the termination of TemporaryProtected Status, known as TPS for Haitians.In light of the president's comments, I'm forced to question whether the decision toterminate protected status for Haitian nationals was in fact racially motivated. I hope not. Ithank you, Madam Secretary, for appearing here today. I know that some of the decisionsmade by the -- the department came before your tenure in office. However, given yourproximity to General Kelly during many of them, I hope you're prepared to answer thequestions that my colleagues and I have, and I thank you, Mr. Chairman. GRASSLEY:Thank you, Senator Feinstein.Before you give your opening statement I would like to have you be sworn. Would you pleasestand?Do you affirm that the testimony that you are about to give before the committee will be thetruth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth, so help you God?
NIELSEN:(OFF-MIKE)
GRASSLEY:Yes. Please be seated, and you are welcome now to give your opening statement and whenwe go to questions we'll have 10 round of questions. Let me say something, mostly for thebenefit of Senator Harris and Senator Booker. My practice on -- on questioning is, if there'sone second left and you haven't -- you start your question before the time runs out, you cancomplete your question and we'll complete an answer.
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But at that point, I hope we don't have give and take back and forth. And we're going to haveto -- since we have 10 rounds, this is going to be a long meeting so I hope you willunderstand if I ask people to stay within the 10 minutes.
FEINSTEIN:Ten rounds?
GRASSLEY:Ten minutes.
FEINSTEIN:Oh, 10 minutes.
GRASSLEY:I'm sorry. I misspoke.
FEINSTEIN:I didn't bring my dinner. So...(LAUGHTER)
GRASSLEY:OK, thank you. Yes.Secretary Nielson please proceed as you desire.
NIELSON:Thank you, Chairman. Chairman Grassley, Ranking Member Feinstein, and members ofthe committee, thank you for the opportunity to testify before you today.
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I have submitted my full written statement for the record and would like to take thisopportunity to share a few thoughts with you. The men and women of the Department ofHomeland Security are working tirelessly everyday to make our communities safer and ournation more secure. I am honored to be here today to speak on their behalf. I look forward toworking with the committee, and each of you, to give these heroes the authorities andresources they need to do the job that you have asked of them.Today, DHS and the Department of Justice issued the initial so-called Section 11 Report,prescribed by Executive Order 13780, protecting the nation from foreign terrorist entryinto the United States. I will encourage you all to take time and read it and we'll be happy towork with your staff in the coming days to answer any questions you might have.But I'd like to, today, just take the opportunity to highlight some of the findings. So much ofwhat we do to protect our citizens from terrorist attack is classified, and as you know, mustremain so. However, the idea behind the Section 11 Report is to allow us to be moretransparent with the American people, giving them a glimpse of the gravity of our nationalsecurity environment.The report includes truly chilling data, including information about how many foreignnationals have been convicted of international terrorism related offenses in Federal courtsince 9/11, and how many known or suspected terrorists DHS have encountered in the pastyear. We are ready, as I say, to answer any specific questions you might have with theDepartment of Justice.According to the list maintained by the Department of Justice National Security Division, atleast 549 individuals were convicted of international terrorism related charges in U.S.Federal Courts since September 11th, 2001 and ending December 31st, 2016. Of those549 individuals, 402 were foreign born, that's 73 percent. Three out of four individualsconvicted in this country of international terrorism related charges in the last 15 years wereforeign born.
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NIELSON:This does not include those convicted of domestic terrorism or those convicted on separatecharges, or those convicted in state courts, and it does not, of course, include those that lawenforcement has yet to encounter. This report, unfortunately, is likely just the tip of theiceberg and we will continue to work with those in law enforcement to get the best data thatwe can so that we can all assess this situation.I'll give you just one example; a national of Uzbekistan. He was admitted to the UnitedStates as a diversity visa lottery recipient in 2011. In 2015, he pleaded guilty to conspiringto support ISIS and in 2017, was subsequently sentenced to 15 years in prison.According to court documents, he posted a threat on a website to kill then-President Obamain an act of martyrdom on behalf of ISIS. In subsequent interviews by federal agents, hestated his belief in ISIS's terrorist agenda, including the establishment, by force, of anIslamic caliphate in Iraq and Syria.The report also covers likely terrorists we prevented from entering the United States. In2017 alone, DHS had 2,554 encounters with individuals on the terrorist watchlist who wereattempting to travel to the United States. That equates to seven terrorists a day, 50 a week.The vast majority, 2,170, were attempting to enter by air, but 335 were attempting to crossa land border and 49 were attempting to enter by sea.That's just one year, and again, that's only those that we know about, the known known, ifyou will. This does not include illegal border crossers who may be known or suspectedterrorists, but whom we did not interdict or have not yet encountered. These threats againstour homeland drive our mission every day. That's why we're working to block known orsuspected terrorists from entering the country and why we're focusing on combatingterrorist radicalization and recruitment within our communities.Over the past year, we've implemented sweeping enhancements to keep terrorists frominfiltrating our country. The department and our interagency partners have put toughsecurity protocols in place to intensify vetting of U.S.-bound travelers. This includes
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increased security across every route a terrorist could use to get to the United States.Whether as a tourist, a business visitor, an immigrant or a refugee.Through the global aviation security plan, we've made flights bound for the United Statesmore secure against concealed explosives, insider threats, and potentially dangerouspassengers. These new measures, both unseen and seen, represent some of the biggestaviation security enhancements since 9/11.In cybersecurity, DHS has increased its coordination with industry and with state, local,tribal and territorial governments to protect vital networks as evidenced by our response tothe Wannacry cyber attack. We have also renewed our focus on the rule of law, securing ourborders and enforcing our nation's immigration laws.Apprehensions at the border reached a 45 year low in F.Y. 2017, a 45 percent decreasefrom the last year of the previous administration. Meanwhile, ICE and customsenforcement -- excuse me, Immigration and Customs Enforcement, ICE, arrests increasedby 30 percent and interior removals increased by 27.But for all of our accomplishments over the past year, our work is far from done. Ourcontinued success relies on the support and authorities only Congress can provide. This isespecially true with respect to immigration. Even with our progress, we still apprehend1,100 people a day who attempt to enter the country illegally. People unfortunately who areencouraged by our judicial and congressional loopholes.I urge Congress to fix these loopholes so we can effectively execute the missions Congressentrusted to the men and women of the Department of Homeland Security. Thanks to thepresident's efforts, we have consensus on four corners of an immigration deal; bordersecurity, ending the diversity visa extended family chain migration and finding a permanentsolution for the current DACA recipients.I look forward to working with Congress to reach a legislative solution. Time is of theessence. I also encourage Congress to empower us to address emerging dangers. Forexample, we currently lack the authorities needed to counter threats from unmanned
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aircraft systems. We are concerned that UASs could be used as weapons, for surveillance, orto smuggle illicit goods into the homeland.Finally, I look forward to working with Congress to pass the DHS reauthorization bill. Wecan't keep the United States and its citizens secure with authorities drafted for a differentera (ph) to address the threats of the last decade. We need updated authorities, updatedsupport and updated accountability for the world we live in today.Finally, I would, of course, be remiss if I didn't mention DHS's extensive disaster responseefforts over this past year. We continue to be fully engaged in the recovery in Puerto Ricoand other states and territories affected by this season's massive hurricanes. Additionally, Iwas recently in California visiting with wildfire victims and first responders.And unfortunately, we have now seen how these survivors have had to confront mudslides.DHS and FEMA will continue to work with California state and local partners to help ourfellow Americans. As always, I want to take a moment to thank the great men and women ofDHS for their service, dedication and passion in day-to-day, performing the difficult anddangerous job on behalf of the American people.Again, it is on their behalf I am here today. I want to thank you for your leadership, yoursupport of the department and for the opportunity to testify today. I look forward toanswering your questions.
GRASSLEY:To clarify, we aren't having 10 rounds of questioning, we're having 10 minute timeslots, soI'll start, and then Senator Feinstein.Again, for the new members, sometimes if you wonder why Senator Feinstein and SenatorLeahy and Senator Hatch may get a little extra time, it's out of respect for them beingRanking Member or former Chairman.
FEINSTEIN:
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Wow. Thank you. That's a first.
GRASSLEY:OK. I'll let -- I'll let the Democrats decide the order.Secretary Nielsen, as you are fully aware, Congress is currently debating what bordersecurity measures to team up with DACA. Clearly, infrastructure, including fencing, wallswhere appropriate and technology are key parts of border security, but infrastructure byitself is not sufficient. This is a -- positions that Senator Perdue, Cotton and I made veryclear last year, particularly the speedy deportation of dangerous criminal aliens.Unfortunately, some of my colleagues seem to believe that robust border security isachieved by infrastructure alone. As head of the department with front line responsibility ofsecuring the border, I'm curious to hear your thoughts. My first question I'm going to makeas a statement, and unless you disagree, tell me, so I can get to more important things.Our conversations with people in your department make it very clear that construction of aborder wall system alone is not sufficient to provide operational control of the border. If youaccept that, do you agree that legal loopholes in the current border enforcement authorityhave weakened your agency's ability to effectively secure the border?
NIELSEN:Yes, (inaudible). Yes, sir, I couldn't agree more.
GRASSLEY:OK. Are changes needed in -- to existing legal authorities to make it easier to apprehend,detain and deport danger criminal aliens, specifically, which authority which authorityshould Congress consider changing as part of the DACA deal?
NIELSEN:
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Yes, sir.We must look to address the loopholes that are created, both by the TVPRA, as well as theFlores Settlement. The men and women of DHS need the ability not just to apprehend, butto quickly remove those we apprehend. They have to go hand in hand. I cannot claimsecurity if we can merely interdict, but not remove.
GRASSLEY:No.If Congress provides amnesty for, potentially, millions of individuals, without changes toexisting legal authorities, what impact will that have on your agency's ability to secure theborder?
NIELSEN:Unfortunately, we will be back here again. Without closing the loopholes, we will encouragethose who attempt this dangerous journey to come here illegally, to do just that.We will end up with additional temporary populations, which are not fair to thoseundertaking the journey, are not fair to Americans, are not fair to our communities and toour workers. We must close the loopholes so we don't end up here again.
GRASSLEY:I want to discuss, now, interior enforcement. I'm assuming you're familiar with stories likeKate Steinle and Sarah Root's deaths at the hands of dangerous criminal aliens. And, if thosealiens hadn't been here, it would have been entirely preventable.Sadly, Congress has long refused to pass enhanced penalties for dangerous criminal aliens,penalties that could have prevented these killers from being in our country.Many of my colleagues have long claimed that they support removing dangerous criminalaliens in this country, yet they're refusing to consider interior enforcement measures as part
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of a DACA deal. My colleagues claim it's unfair to have the whole weight of immigrationreform on the backs of DACA kids, to harm their dreams with enhanced enforcementmeasures.But I think it's pretty clear that state -- Kate Steinle and Sarah Root's -- have dreams as well.My question to you: I -- I'm sure you'd agree that they deserved to live in peace andharmony. Is it fair to their memories and legacies to continue allowing dangerous criminalaliens to remain at large in our country?
NIELSEN:No, sir.
GRASSLEY:What new authority does your department need to make it easier to detain, punish andspeedily remove dangerous criminal aliens? Should such measures be a part of any potentialDACA deal?
NIELSEN:We need to re-look at the basis for which we can remove an alien. There are loopholes thatprevent us, in various cases, from removing somebody from what we would all generallyconsider to be a serious crime.We also are limited, through court cases, for how long we can detain a criminal alien afterwe apprehend them. We need to address that. There's a deterrence issue there, just as thereis in any other law enforcement context. We need the ability to remove, once we detaindangerous criminals.
GRASSLEY:Yeah.
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I want to go to unaccompanied children. As you know, Customs and Border Protection hasreported that a number of apprehensions at our southern border -- are down, includingapprehensions for unaccompanied alien children. Obviously, good news.The journey from a minor's home country can be perilous for children. For years, I'vewritten about cases in which smugglers have exploited unaccompanied alien children andtaken advantage of lenient detention systems.
GRASSLEY:Most recently, I wrote about another incentive for vulnerable children to come here, toaccess our government-facilitated abortion services. I will ask you to answer this morefulsomely in your response to my letter.But has the department seen evidence of smugglers exploiting unaccompanied alienchildren by promising access to certain health services in custody? If so, what steps has thedepartment taken, through Human Smuggling Cell or other directorates, to -- taken todetour smuggling or trafficking of unaccompanied alien children?
NIELSEN:Yes, sir. Thank you for the question.As you know, this month, we particularly look at human trafficking at DHS and how toprevent it. It is, make no mistake, modern-day slavery. We all need to work together. I knowthat various members have bills on human trafficking, and I look forward to work on that.But, with respect to your specific, broader question, the transnational criminalorganizations, the coyotes and those who traffic in people and illicit goods, do it as abusiness. So, yes, they exploit any reason in which somebody might have the opportunity toeither receive a benefit that they do not qualify for, or to be able to stay in this country in anillegal status.
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They have that information. They provide it to those, and encourage them to take thatdangerous journey, in exchange for a false promise that they will not be captured anddeported by the United States.
GRASSLEY:Have you seen a decrease in the unaccompanied alien children asylum cases, since decisionto an -- end the Central American Minor program?
NELSEN:Sir, we have seen some decreases overall, but I would like to point out, unfortunately, wehave a 30 percent increase in UACs from October through December. And we also have a68 percent increase in family units during that same time period.
GRASSLEY:As you know, Congress is currently considering a number of young men and women toprovide legal status to in any potential deal on DACA. Some people, like this senator,believe that we should limit any status to the 690,000 individuals currently enrolled inDACA. These young men and women came out of the shadows and built their life aroundDACA.They were brought to this country through no fault of their own, and didn't make aconscious choice to break our nation's laws. I believe there is an equity issue thatnecessitates addressing their status.However, that equity issue isn't present for their parents. Those men and women did chooseto violate our nation laws and did make a conscious choice to immigrate here withoutpapers. We shouldn't reward that behavior.Reports suggest several of my colleagues are now considering providing legal workauthorization to these individuals. To the best of your knowledge -- my first question -- how
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many million of people would benefit from an amnesty that provides work authorization tothe parents of Dreamers?
NIELSEN:Sir, what I would say is I can tell you the number of DACA registers -- registered, which, asyou said, is 690,000 -- 690,000 is the number that the Department of Homeland Securitybegins with in any discussion.There are a variety of bills that you know that then -- takes that population and expands it byeither increasing the time period in which they could have first entered, increasing the agefor which one is considered to be a so-called "Dreamer" and/or capturing family membersand providing and some sort of status, as well.I would just say, though, that it is our position to find a permanent solution. We are notinterested in addressing this through piecemeal, through year-after-year renewals, throughanything less than a permanent solution.
GRASSLEY:What impact would such an amnesty have on our nation's border security?
NIELSEN:It would -- it -- it's almost separate issues. It would take 690,000 and place them into apermanent status of some sort. Hopefully, that will indicate to others that that group isalone, that we are not having a larger discussion, that we have to balance what the folks thatare here and the folks who watch what we do here and decide to undertake that journey.So, it will have the effect of addressing the population we're talking about, but I hope it doesnot have a negative effect of incentivizing others to come here in hopes of eventuallyreceiving status.
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GRASSLEY:Senator Feinstein?
FEINSTEIN:Thanks, Mr. Chairman.Madam Secretary, I wanted to ask you about this. A few weeks ago, it was reported that aone-year-old child was separated from his father when they presented themselves at theborder. It appears, and I don't know whether it is, that this was not an isolated case and thatthe administration is considering a proposal that would separate children from their parentsat the Southwest border.As I understand it, you have yet to sign off on this proposal, and your predecessor, JohnKelly, rightly rejected it. Is this policy still under consideration and what is your position?
NIELSEN:Thank you, ma'am, for the question. I'm not familiar with the specific example that youprovide, but I would just say under TVPRA, when an unaccompanied child or child presentsitself at the border and we cannot confirm that they are with a parent, we have to follow theprotocols to assume there is a possibility they are trafficked.So just to be clear, one is a policy, which I know is your question, I'll get to. But I just want tomake sure that we also, of course, when you take care of the children who come here andmake sure that they actually are with somebody who is a family member who can prevent --who can take care of them.With respect to your question, we have not made any policy decisions. We are in a positionwhere we are trying to be able to promptly remove those we apprehend. What we find at theborder is, given a variety of court cases, we are forced, in conjunction with the HHS to letchildren, after 20 days, we can no longer detain them. So what that means is, that once werelease the child, we then release their parents as well.
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So we're looking at a variety of ways to enforce our laws to discourage parents from bringingtheir children here illegally, but no ma'am, no policy decision has been made on that. AndI'd be happy to work with you and look at other alternatives.
FEINSTEIN:Well, how big a problem this?
NIELSEN:UACs is a big problem, as I said. We have seen a 30 percent increase in just the last fewmonths and a 68 percent increase in so-called family units, which, in some cases, includevery young children.
FEINSTEIN:And what is the current policy as to how to handle this? Say the child is young, part of afamily, what happens?
NIELSEN:When we encounter the child, whether they're part of a family unit or not. We try to detainthem, if you will, in a family unit, but in some cases, given a variety of court cases, they aretreated as an unaccompanied child. In that situation, we turn them over to Health andHuman Services after 72 hours.Health and Human services then looks for either a parent located in the United States oranother sponsor who will come forward and care for that child. If we are not able to bringthat child to court within 20 days, or otherwise adjust or determine their status, we must letthem go.
FEINSTEIN:How many did you bring to court within 20 days?
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NIELSEN:Not enough. I don't have that figure. We can get back, but what we do find is that 90 percentof those released never show up for court, 90 percent.
FEINSTEIN:They just disappear?
NIELSEN:Yes, ma'am.
FEINSTEIN:So, what do you think the solution is?
NIELSEN:I think we have to look more broadly at all of the different rules and how they are puttogether. I think we need a comprehensive approach. There are quite a few loopholes.For example, it should be clear if you're unaccompanied or not. If you're with your parents,you should be treated as a child coming with your parents. If you're unaccompanied,perhaps we have different duties and we need to look at that child in a different way.They also should not, in my opinion, receive any additional benefit. They need protection,but, for example, right now, they have not only two bites of the apple, in terms of ourimmigration process. They go through a regular process and the immigration courts, butthey also have well over a year in which they can claim asylum. If you are an adult, you havea year in which you can claim asylum.
FEINSTEIN:You said they can claim asylum?
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NIELSEN:The children. Yes, ma'am.
FEINSTEIN:The children?
NIELSEN:Yes.
FEINSTEIN:How young can you be and claim asylum?
NIELSEN:I -- I wonder that myself, but the point being that you can many -- be here many, many yearsas a so-called unaccompanied minor, and then claim asylum. So there's the -- it's a problembecause, unfortunately, the way that the coyotes and others have provided information tothem, they realize that there's a loophole. So they can wait many, many years before theymake that claim. And, frankly, what that does is that just adds to our backlog.We have hundreds of thousands of cases in backlog. It's very important for us to be able tofocus on those who, of course, truly need asylum. But they sometimes are buried within thelarger numbers of those who perhaps do not need asylum.
FEINSTEIN:How do you assess the size of this problem? Is it a major problem? Is it restricted just to someareas and some groups of people?
NIELSEN:
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I -- I would say it's a growing problem because, unfortunately, what we find throughinterviews of those that we do apprehend at the border, they have the magic words, if youwill, of credible fear. The standard is quite low, that's something else that we have asked aspart of our discussions to work with Congress on.There are those who truly do fear for their lives. We need to be able to protect those. Thereare many other -- many others, unfortunately, that we find who are trained by those who aretrafficking them to just use those words. And given the laws in court cases, we mustimmediately treat them as if they are seeking asylum and put them into the system.
FEINSTEIN:How many children now do you have in custody in this situation?
NIELSEN:I -- that I can get back to you, I don't know the number.
FEINSTEIN:Would you?
NIELSEN:Yes, ma'am.
FEINSTEIN:Appreciate that. The administration's decision to terminate temporary protected status forHaiti, Nicaragua, the Sudan and El Salvador looks like it's going to have a significanteconomic and humanitarian consequence. TPS holders work in key industries, as you know,performing a lot of indispensable jobs and they're important. Additionally, it looks like thisis going to have an adverse affect on children.
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It's my understanding that around 273,000 U.S. citizen children have a parent who's a TPSholder. And it's my understanding that El Salvador requested that this designation for itsnationals continue, expressing concern about whether they could manage the return ofsome 200,000 individuals. Can you just tell us some of the arguments that El Salvadormade in support of TPS designation and why those were not persuasive?
NIELSEN:Yes, ma'am. I did have the opportunity to speak to a variety of government officials from ElSalvador. In our discussions, they were very concerned about the time period in which itmight take for them to be ready to bring back their citizens. We did not talk generally aboutthe country conditions, and I want to be very clear on this. The law does not allow me tolook at the country conditions of a country, writ large.It requires me to look very specifically as to whether the country conditions originating fromthe original designation continue to exist, in this case, the 2001 hurricanes in El Salvador.So we didn't dispute the country conditions are difficult in El Salvador, but unfortunately,the law requires me, if I cannot say that the conditions emanating from the earthquakes stillexist, regardless of other systemic conditions, I must terminate TPS. So the discussion wasaround the time period. The reason that we delayed it for 18 months was because they werepersuasive.
FEINSTEIN:Do you believe the law should be changed? Because ...
NIELSEN:I believe we...
FEINSTEIN:...maybe we should take a look at that and work with you.
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NIELSEN:I think we should take a look at it, absolutely. I think what we -- and I know there are somebills that have been proposed to do just that. This was meant to be a temporary status, as youknow. The difficulty with that is when people are here for 20 plus years, in the case of ElSalvador, they have roots. They're contributing to the society. They are otherwise makingour economy strong. So, yes, we do need to look at this and find a better way to come upwith a permanent solution.
FEINSTEIN:Would you be willing to work with us in that regard?
NIELSEN:Absolutely.
FEINSTEIN:Good, thank you. I think I'll end it there. Thank you.
GRASSLEY:Thank you.Senator Hatch?
HATCH:Thank you, Mr. Chairman.I'd like to begin with R-1 religious worker visas, which are a crucially important issue for mystate. I had been scheduled to meet, last week, with USCIS personnel -- or Director FrancisCissna on the issue. But unfortunately, the meeting had to be canceled at the last minute.I'm hopeful it can be rescheduled soon.
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I'm planning to ask Director Cissna to consider revising the R-1 regulation to allow a blanketpetition for traditionally uncompensated missionaries in instances where the petitioningchurch is a frequent user of R-1 visas, and has a strong record of compliance with R-1 rulesand regulations.Increased delays in R-1 visa processing times have had a sharply negative effect in -- on R-1visa applications and applicants, and the important humanitarian an ecclesiastical work that-- that they do. Will you please follow-up with Director Cissna and ask him to give thisrequest all possible consideration?
NIELSEN:Absolutely. Yes, sir.
HATCH:Thank you. This issue may not be a headline grabber but it's tremendously important to meand to my state, and I will be pushing on it.I'd like to turn now to H-1B visas. Reports indicate that the department is -- is preparing torescind a 2015 rule allowing spouses of H-1B visa holders to obtain work authorizations --work authorization if the H-1B visa holder is being sponsored for a green card.And I have to say that the -- that the 2015 rule, seemed to me to be a pretty sensible policy.It's the same policy reflected in my bipartisan Immigration Innovation Act and in theRepublican sponsored SKILLS Visa Act that was reported out of House Judiciary twoCongresses ago.Can you explain why DHS is planning to rescind this policy?
NIELSEN:Sir, we'd be happy to work with you on that. I think, broadly, we're looking at all of the visacategories, which are -- which, as you know, are numerous. I think, unfortunately, over the
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years, in general, we have gotten away from the intent of Congress with respect to some ofthe visa categories, so we need to look holistically. H-1B -- I will happy to get back to youspecifically on that, what you just described.
HATCH:Well, thank you so much. Now reports also indicate that the department is evaluating waysit can stop granting three-year extensions for H-1B visa holders who are being sponsored forgreen cards and who are subject to lengthy delays because of per-country green card limits.Now, I believe that Congress previously addressed this issue in 2000, and indicated itsintent to allow such extensions. Can you tell me if the department is, in fact, consideringways to stop granting these three-year extensions? And, if so, why? And I'd also beinterested in hearing the department's explanation of how ending these extensions squareswith the 2000 law.
NIELSEN:Thank you, sir. I'm not familiar with the very specific example on H-1B, but I will get back toyou immediately after this.
HATCH:OK. I appreciate that. I'd like to turn now to the issue of cybersecurity. This is a criticallyimportant part of the department's mission and one that demands close attention.Last month, Jeanette Manfra, the Assistant Secretary for Cybersecurity andCommunications, announced that DHS is planning to significantly expand its engagementwith the private sector to combat threats like the 2017 WannaCry cyber attack, which wasattributed to North Korea.Can you provide specific examples of how you expect DHS's cybersecurity collaborationwith the private sector to change, following last month's announcement?
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NIELSEN:Sure. And, sir, I will keep it short because I'd be happy to talk about this all day and all thegreat things we are doing. In general, we're looking to do a couple of things.We have, as you know, an automated indicator sharing program. We're looking to make surethat, once we've identified threats, we can disseminate that in not only a way that'sactionable but a way that's tailored to different companies in different sectors.We're also working with the private sector to understand what it is that's really critical.Traditionally, as you know, we have looked at 16 critical infrastructure sectors, but giventhe interconnectivity of the world today, we're moving towards a look at essential functionswhich might cross sectors.So, what is the function that is truly critical? And how can we partner with the private sectorto not only give them information on known threats, but to help them anticipate threatsbefore they get there?In terms of network defenders, we need to continue to connect them. As we see, thesethreats propagate across the world as we saw with WannaCry the patching is extraordinarilyimportant. I would say that the reason we did not have as many effects in the United Statesas we did in other places of the world was due to the good work of DHS and JeanetteManfra's folks, in terms of making sure that they communicated quickly with the privatesector and that the appropriate patching was taken.So, it's information sharing. It's making sure we are sharing in the right way. It's helpingthem with vulnerability assessments and, overall, it's agreeing together what is critical andwhat is the best way that we can protect it together.
HATCH:OK. Continuing on this issue of cybersecurity, I'd like to ask about active defense which issometimes inaccurately referred to as hacking back. Active defense is a term that captures a
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spectrum of proactive cybersecurity measures that fall somewhere between traditionalpassive defense and offense. Some commentators believe that active defense isinappropriate and that current legal restrictions on the practice are, therefore, warranted.Others believe that active defense should be more widely available to the private sector.Now, I have two questions for you, first is, active defense a component of the department'scurrent or planned cybersecurity assistance to the private sector?
NIELSEN:It is. Yes, sir. But as you say, there is a wide disagreement with respect to what it means.What we mean is, we want to provide the tools and resources to the private sector to protecttheir systems, so if we can anticipate are we aware of a given threat, and as you know, we'vegone to great links this year to work with the Intel community to also include otherwiseclassified information, with respect to malware, bot nets, other types of infections. We wantto give that to the private sector, so that they can proactively defend themselves before theyare, in fact, attacked.
HATCH:OK. Second, do you believe that current law imposes any unnecessary constraints on theprivate sector's ability to deploy active defense?
NIELSEN:I would say that I would be happy to work with your staff. It is rather complicated, as youknow. There's some limitations with respect to liability, there's other questions with respectto insurance and we do need to continue to work with the private sector to understand ifthere's any barriers that would prevent them from taking measures to protect themselvesand the American people.
HATCH:
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OK. Turning to the department's counterterrorism efforts. A March 2017 report by theinspectors general of the DHS intelligence community and DOJ identified a series ofconcerns that the report authors concluded, quote, "Have made the DHS intelligenceenterprise less effective and valuable to the intelligence community than it could be,"unquote.Can you provide an update regarding the department's implementation of the I.G. report'sspecific recommendations and any other changes the department has made in the way itshares counterterrorism information?
NIELSEN:Yes. I -- first of all, I'd just like to say I think that the inspector general plays a vital role,especially at a department such as DHS, with such a broad scope. So, it's certainly my intentto continue to work with the I.G.'s office and to track all of their recommendations and tomake sure that we implement them.With respect to this particular report and the intelligence apparatus at DHS writ large, whatwe're looking to do is make our Intel more requirement-driven. In other words, what is it dothe men and women on the front lines need and then let us look at how to gather and workwith our Intel partners on collection to provide that information. We're well past a pointwhere we can be responsive and defensive, if you will, after something happens.We need to be able to gather that information to prevent, so it's moving towards aoperational-based Intel posture that would be requirement-based on the threat.
HATCH:OK. Let me just say, for nearly 20 years, we've been talking about the DREAMer population,we've been talking about border security for just as long. It's time we did something andthere is a lot desire among my colleagues to find a path forward to make a deal, if you would.But to do that we need to be realistic to my Democratic friends and say, "It's time to stoppushing for a clean DREAM act." It's a matter of simple political reality, it's not going to
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happen. To my Republican friends, I say, we're not going to get the sun, moon and the stars,we should push for the best deal we can get, but we shouldn't let the perfect be the enemy ofthe good, so let's be realistic.And I say, I well, my time is up, but I actually think that we can get this done. I hope that youwill be helpful in doing so.
NIELSEN:Yes, sir. It not only is my great hope but I'd like to, again, reiterate I am happy to work withany member and every number who would like to work on this with the Department ofHomeland Security. It is a very, very important issue.
HATCH:Thank you.
GRASSLEY:Senator Leahy?
LEAHY:Thank you.Madam Secretary, welcome. I know seeing you here and again in AppropriationsCommittee. You mentioned a report you just issued, saying that foreign -- two individualswere convicted of terrorism since 9/11, and that they were foreign-born.Now, most of them were convicted during Bush administration and the Obamaadministration, very few during this administration. How many of them -- does your reportsay how many of them came form countries subject to the travel ban and how long each ofthem had been in this country?
NIELSEN:
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I don't have that information on hand, sir. But as you say, you're right. It is over a 15 yearperiod, that one particular ...
LEAHY:Will you get to me how many of them, by the numbers, how many of them were foreign-born in a country subject to the travel ban and what was the amount of time they'd beenhere?
NIELSEN:Yes, to the extent that information is available, yes.
LEAHY:But it's all available. The number of convictions, you certainly should have number of wherethey were from and how long they have been here.
NIELSEN:Yes, sir. But oftentimes, as you know, what we might have is where they came from becausethat would be what their visa would indicate ...
LEAHY:I understand that ...
NIELSEN:So, yes. Within the data that we have, absolutely ...
LEAHY:I really would -- (inaudible) the convictions, when I was a prosecutor, they would have in thereports how long they've been here and what they were doing.
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Now, last week at the Oval Office, President Trump reportedly said the most vulgar andracist things I have ever heard a president of either party utter.In fact, I've never heard any president, Republican or Democrat, utter anything evensimilar. Now, he denies using the specific word and there has been some -- maybe he used adifferent word, maybe he didn't.Now, Madam Secretary, you were in the room, you're under oath. Did President Trump usethis word, or a substantially similar word, to describe certain countries?
NIELSEN:I did not hear that word used. No, sir.
LEAHY:That's not the question. Did he use anything similar to that describing certain countries?
NIELSEN:The conversation was very impassioned, I don't dispute that the president was using toughlanguage, others in the room were also using tough language.
LEAHY:Was he ...
NIELSEN:If I could, the concept and the context, I believe, in which this came up, was the concept thatthe president would like to move to a merit-based system. He would like to not and nolonger look at quotas from countries ...
LEAHY:
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And then, did he use what would be considered vulgar language referring to certaincountries?
NIELSEN:The president used tough language in general, as did other Congressmen in the room. Yes,sir.
LEAHY:The others aren't the president. You imply the president was articulating support for a merit-based immigration system like those in Australia or Canada. When he downgraded Haiti, ElSalvador and Africa, a country where we are trying to have some ability to match China andothers, in influence, he didn't say it was because we needed more Ph.D. students or skilledworkers. He said, he wanted more people from Norway. Being from Norway is not a skill,and with the standard of living in Norway better than ours, you're not going to have toomany people from there.What does he mean when he says he wants more immigrants from Norway?
NIELSEN:I don't believe he said that specifically. What he was saying was, he was using Norway as anexample of a country that is -- what he was specifically referring to is, the prime ministertelling him that the people of Norway work very hard. And so, what he was referencing is,from a merit-based perspective, we'd like to have those with skills who can assimilate andcontribute to the United States, moving away from country quotas and to an individualmerit-based system.
LEAHY:Norway is a predominantly white country, isn't it?
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NIELSEN:I actually do not know that, sir, but I imagine that is the case.
LEAHY:Now, the Obama administration focused its limited enforcement resources and everybodywould have to admit -- enforcement -- the ability for enforcement is limited. You can't hitevery single thing.
NIELSEN:That's correct.
LEAHY:He -- the Obama administration focused on those who posed public safety threats.President Trump has expanded those. Now, he has those who could be charged with a crimeare a priority. That means, millions of undocumented immigrants are subject to removal.They are a priority for removal.One of the things I learned as a prosecutor -- if everyone is a priority; nobody is a priority,because you can't do them all. In Texas, border patrol agents detained a 10-year-old girlwith cerebral palsy on the way to a hospital for surgery; one hell of a threat she was.In Ohio, the father and sole caregiver of a six-year-old paraplegic boy is facing deportation.Just yesterday, in Michigan, a man brought to this country at the age of 10 was deportedafter living here for over 30 years -- torn away from his wife and children who are U.S.citizens. He has never committed a crime and he pays his taxes every year.Now, that's how we're using our limited-enforcement resources? Is it to strike fear in thehearts of everybody -- whether they've done something wrong or not, or they tell them theycan be targeted at any time? I'm sure that 10-year-old girl with cerebral palsy is scared.
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NIELSEN:Sir, first of all, I am not sure we would agree on the facts of that Texas case, but we're happyto meet with you and...
LEAHY:Fine. Submit the facts.
NIELSEN:I'm sorry?
LEAHY:Submit the facts under oath.
NIELSEN:She was not detained. We actually helped her and escorted her to the hospital and thenturned her over to HHS.But to your larger question, what we focus on in terms of enforcement priorities are thosewho have committed crimes and those with final orders of removal. Our statistics show thatthat is, in fact, what we're doing.Last year, 92% of those that were arrested and taken into custody by ICE were criminals.So, I understand that there will always be exceptions. There's a lot of misunderstandings inthe press. I'd be happy to work with you at any time if there is a case of concern to make surethat we understand.
LEAHY:On that -- we do ask questions of your department and on occasion -- on occasion we'vegotten answers. Let's try to get answers to all of them.
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Now, you know the president says he wants to build a big, beautiful wall, have Mexico payfor it. The president has promised Mexico would pay for it. Have we opened an account thatMexico can put the money in to pay for it? I'm sure the president wouldn't make thatpromise and not tell the truth. What arrangements do we have with Mexico to pay for it?
NIELSEN:Sir, as the Secretary of Homeland Security what I'm concerned about is getting the front-line...
LEAHY:Do you know whether we have arrangements with Mexico to pay for it?
NIELSEN:I know that we have arrangements with Mexico to secure our border.
LEAHY:Do we have arrangements with them to pay for the wall, as President Trump promised theAmerican people they would do? That's an easy answer; yes or no.
NIELSEN:I am not aware. I don't know what you mean by arrangement. We have a lot of agreementswith them to increase border security.
LEAHY:Are any of them to pay for a wall?
NIELSEN:How do you mean, pay, sir? Do you mean through fees? Do you mean through -- there's avariety of ways.
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LEAHY:Well, usually when something is paid for you pay for it with money.
NIELSEN:I understand that. But I'm saying there are many ways to do that and collect that.
LEAHY:Are they paying for a wall? Are they paying for a wall?
NIELSEN:My priority is to increase border security and to build that wall, that will work. That's mypriority, sir. That's what I'm focused on.
LEAHY:Well, let's then talk about that. CBP estimates that building a wall will result in taking landfrom 900 ranchers and other landowners in two Texas counties alone -- that's just twocounties. And I'll insert that letter, Chairman, if I might, in the record.
GRASSLEY:Without objection, so ordered.
LEAHY:And what is your estimate of the number of eminent domain cases against ranchers andother American land owners that would be required in order to build a wall?
NIELSEN:Sir, the initial wall that we are building right now, as you know for this year, is replacementwall. I couldn't possibly give you how many people will decide in the future to have an issue
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with eminent domain.
LEAHY:Well, if you build a wall on the U.S. side of the border you have to create a no man's landbetween the wall and the Rio Grande River. How many acres of American land do we haveto cede to Mexico to do that?
NIELSEN:What we'll have to do is look at the terrain, the traffic, the accessibility -- and you're right, wehave to tailor the solutions for each part of the border to make sure that we don't have to doanything that's unnecessary. Whether that's additional land acquisition...
LEAHY:If we don't have an agreement with Mexico to pay for it and if, as many say, a wall is lastcentury's technology, with that $18 billion, how many more CBP agents could you hire orTSA screeners to shorten lines at our airports which have become ridiculous in some places,or how many Coast Guard cutters could you build in order to rescue those at sea, interdictdrugs and protect our ports?
NIELSEN:Sir, all I can tell you is that walls work. We have examples of that. We have documenteddata. And I don't know about anyone saying it's last generation's technology.2006, as you know, we had a bipartisan agreement in the Secure Fence Act which SenatorsObama, Clinton and Schumer all voted for so, I disagree that it's last generation's, lastcentury's technology.
LEAHY:And parts of that wall was built.
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NIELSEN:Parts of it were built.
LEAHY:(Inaudible) to do it. We're talking about a wall the length of our country.
NIELSEN:We're not. The president has made that clear.
LEAHY:I'm not going to play back a lot of his campaign speeches to you about a wall -- a great big,beautiful wall the length of our southern border, paid for by Mexico. I've heard a lot ofpromises in my decades here. I'm waiting to see this one fulfilled.Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for the extra time.
GRASSLEY:I think, since you were at the same meeting I was at Tuesday, the president said 700 milesof additional wall.
NIELSEN:722. Yes, sir. Initial down payment.
GRASSLEY:Senator Cornyn?
CORNYN:Thank you, Madam Secretary, for your willingness to take on what is probably one of themost difficult jobs in the United States government and that is the leadership of the
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Department of Homeland Security, but it's also one of the most important jobs in the U.S.government.
CORNYN:I want to continue the line of questioning from my -- send from -- friend from Vermontabout the -- border security. It's no surprise to you that I come from a state that has 1,200miles of common border with Mexico, and what we're talking about is what measures aregoing to be put into place to provide that border security, which my constituents all want.They want security.
NIELSEN:Yes, sir.
CORNYN:And so I have been struck by your use of the phrase "wall system" and just want to explorewith you a little bit what you mean by that. One of the people that I've taken advice from isRio Grande Valley Border Sector Chief Manny Padilla, who I believe you were with recently,who has told me that, in his vast experience in -- with the Border Patrol, that bordersecurity's composed of three elements.He said infrastructure's important. You can call it a secure fence, as we did in 2006. You cancall it a wall, as the president does from time to time. But it includes not only thatinfrastructure, but also technology and, of course, the Border Patrol agents to be able torespond to sensors when they get -- when they go off, or radar and the like.Is that what you mean when you talk about a wall system, some configuration of those threecomponents -- infrastructure, technology and personnel?
NIELSEN:
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Yes, sir. The president has asked us, as you know, to look at operational control of theborder. The wall system, therefore, is infrastructure, as you describe, technology, personneland, I would add, it's also closing those loopholes so that we can promptly remove those weinterdict.But, in general, we look at four main mission sets. So we look at impedance and denial,which is partly granted through that infrastructure. We look at domain awareness, which arethe sensors, the cameras, et cetera. We look at access and -- access and mobility, so that theBorder Patrol agents can respond to threats. And then we look at mission readiness, which ishaving that personnel that we need to be able to do the job.
CORNYN:Because of -- because of the impact to local communities in -- in Texas and elsewhere alongthe border, do you have any objection to consulting with local stakeholders as they try tocome up with, perhaps, innovative solutions to deal with the border security challenge?
NIELSEN:It's an open invitation. The only way that we will be able to protect the border is by workingwith both state and local officials, as well as those land owners in private sector, soabsolutely.
CORNYN:I was at the Rio Grande -- in the Rio Grande Valley on Friday and Saturday and Sunday,hunting the ever-elusive wild Texas quail. And I did happen to go over to the -- to a wildlifesanctuary on Friday, which is a unique tourist attraction, and one that's located withinseveral hundred yards of the Texas border.What I'm told there is that the smugglers, the transnational criminal organizations youalluded to before, do see that as a vulnerability. And so obviously we need to meet thatchallenge. And I know that Chief Padilla and others are working hard to do that.
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But we also need to be sensitive to the concerns, I think, that the local community has abouta huge economic element there, and something that -- we entertain a lot of folks from upnorth they call, affectionately, snowbirds down there. When it's cold up north, they comedown south, and they're great. It's great for them. It's great for the economy. It's great forjobs.So that would be one example of a -- of a need to work collaboratively with the localcommunity and local stakeholders, as well as state and local officials, to come up with theright solution.
CORNYN:I remember, a few years back, in Hidalgo, Texas -- Hidalgo County, Texas, using that samelocal stakeholder input approach, we were able to come up with a win-win proposition.You're familiar with the levee wall.
NIELSEN:Yes, sir.
CORNYN:There was obviously a need to improve the levee system down there and protect propertyvalues and to make flood insurance affordable. But, in consultation -- I remember J.D.Salinas, who was the -- who was the county judge in Hidalgo, Texas -- they put a bondelection on the -- on the ballot, and came up with a dual-use system, which actuallyprovided that levee improvement, but also provided a wall in critical areas that the BorderPatrol -- that they said they needed in order to slow down the flow of illegal immigration anddrug trafficking and the like.So that's just one example of what I consider a win-win proposition and where one size doesnot fit all. So I appreciate your willingness to work with all of us to come up with those kindof win-win situations, where possible.
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Chief Padilla told me that the majority of people who are coming across the border and whoare detained in the Rio Grande Valley sector are from Central America. I can't rememberthe exact percentage, but it's a high percentage, as you know.And what these traffickers are doing is exploiting, as you point out, a vulnerability in oursystem. We passed the Trafficking Victims Protection Reauthorization Act years ago, inorder to protect children from human trafficking. It's a highly worthy cause.
NIELSEN:Agree.
CORNYN:But the traffickers have now figured out that -- since children who come from CentralAmerica are treated differently than other people who enter the country illegally, they havefound a way to exploit it. And I believe you mentioned that 90 percent of them who werenotified of a future court hearing on their claim for asylum, for example, never show up.And that's a real glitch.But I know there's been some attention paid -- not enough attention paid, in my view -- tothe threat of criminal gangs that exploit this vulnerability, as well. I was told by ChiefPadilla, again, that they're -- they have MS-13 gang members as young as 12 years old, andof course, from 12 to 17, you'd still qualify as a minor.And let me ask, if border patrol identifies, by the tattoos or other signs on a -- on a --somebody under 18, that they are likely a member of a criminal gang, are they permitted todetain them? Or are they required to treat them same way they would every other minorchild, and place them with a sponsor, ultimately, and -- only to have them never show backup for their court hearing in the future? Are criminal gang members who happen to beminors treated any differently?
NIELSEN:
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Unfortunately, no. We have to treat them the same. We do, if we have that information,provide it to HHS, when -- of course, they have them once we turn them over to HHS.But no, sir, it is a problem. We need to look at removability in general, to make sure that wecan address this gang problem. We see gangs all the way up to New York recruiting illegalimmigrants and children to come across the border for the purposes of joining MS-13.
CORNYN:I know, when we talk about unaccompanied children, people think about very youngchildren...
NIELSEN:Small (ph)...(CROSSTALK)
CORNYN:... children of tender age. They don't think about a 17-year-old member of a criminal ganglike MS-13, which is exploiting this very same vulnerability.I have every confidence that you and the Trump administration is going to do what you sayyou're going to do, when it comes to border security. And it's -- I believe it's ourresponsibility as members of Congress to provide you the resources and tools and to makethe appropriate changes in the law so that you can do what needs to be done.I know there have been requirements for border assessments in the past, but do you haveany objection to Congress, perhaps as part of this negotiated border security part of theDACA fix -- so-called -- mandating that the department come up with a plan that wouldprovide for 100 percent situational awareness and operational control of the border?
NIELSEN:
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No, sir, I don't. I would encourage -- if you haven't had the opportunity to look at the bordersecurity investment plan that we recently provided, there's some detail in there. But, yes, ondomain (ph) awareness, which is one of those four missions I mentioned, absolutely.
CORNYN:Well, I think it would be important to put that in the law, because, of course, whenadministrations change, different administrations have different priorities in terms ofborder security and the like.And I'd like to make sure that the focus of this administration remains part of thecongressional mandate and the law, and so would look forward to working with you on that.I know that there's been some discussion of the DACA population, and certainly I, togetherwith my colleagues on a bipartisan basis, want to find a solution for these young adults whocame here as minor children and, through no fault of their own, find themselves in a deadend.I do know that there was a court decision which created some confusion the other day, andit would -- it strikes me as wildly wrong to say that President Obama can create a program,and that President Trump cannot end it, because of -- certainly the executive authoritywould seem to be the same.But do you -- can you tell us about the plans of the administration to appeal that, orotherwise how you plan to address it?
NIELSEN:Yes, sir.Of course, the -- as the Department of Homeland Security, we defer to the Department ofJustice, who, as you know, are looking at a variety of ways in which to respond to that.What I can tell you is DHS is complying with the court order. We have begun to acceptrenewals for DACA. We are treating the program as pre-September of last year. So, if you
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are a current DACA recipient, you can currently reapply, while we're pending this courtaction.
GRASSLEY:Senator Durbin.
DURBIN:Thank you, Mr. Chairman.Before I ask questions of the secretary, I'd like to ask the indulgence of the committee tointroduce two guests that I have brought here today.Alejandra Duran Arriola is a second-year student at Loyola University School of Medicine inChicago. Alejandra, would you please stand?Alejandra grew up in Savannah, Georgia. In addition to medical school, she volunteers at aclinic, educating uninsured patients about disease prevention. Her dream is to become anOB/GYN, working in underserved communities. She is protected by DACA.Thank you very much, Alejandra, for being here.Her future is in doubt. Without the protection of DACA, she does not have a legalpermission to work in America. You cannot become a doctor without a residency. Aresidency is a job. If DACA is eliminated and her protection is eliminated and her right towork is eliminated, then her future as a doctor is in doubt.John Magdaleno, would you please stand?John came from Venezuela at the age of nine. In high school, he was the commander of theair honor society and Junior ROTC. He graduated from Georgia Tech, one of the bestengineering schools in America, with a degree in chemical and biomolecular engineeringwith the highest honors. He now works as a chemical engineer. His dream is to serve in theUnited States military.
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John, thanks for being here.
DURBIN:That's what this debate is all about. That's what DACA is all about. There's been a lot of talkabout terrorists and threats to America. We stand as one; not as Democrats or Republican,but as one in saying, "Let's keep America safe," but, for goodness' sake, not at the expenseof young people like the two I just introduced. That is what this conversation and debate isall about.Madam Secretary, I hope you remember me. We were together at two meetings last week. Iwould like to ask you about one of those meetings. It occurred about noon on January the11th. You were a few minutes late, I know, and asked forgiveness, but you were called at thelast minute to come and attend.Some things were said at that meeting which I believe we have to address today. Peopleacross the United States and around the world want to know what this president believesshould be our priorities when it comes to immigration.I'm going to ask you, as best you can, to recall what you heard the president say, when itcame to those priorities. What do you remember the president saying about immigrationfrom African countries to the United States?
NIELSEN:What I heard him saying was that he'd like to move away from a country-based quota systemto a merit-based system, so it shouldn't matter where you're from, it should matter what youcan contribute to the United States.
DURBIN:How did he characterize those countries in Africa?
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NIELSEN:In -- I don't -- I don't specifically remember a category -- categorization of countries inAfrica. I think what he was saying is, as far as best I could tell, and as you know, there wereabout a dozen people in the room. There were a lot of cross conversations. There was a lot ofrough talk by a lot of people in the room. But what I understood him to be saying is, let'smove away from the countries and let's look at the individual and make sure that those webring here can contribute to our society.
DURBIN:Do you remember the president saying expressly, "I want more Europeans. Why can't wehave more immigrants from Norway?"
NIELSEN:I do remember what he -- I do remember him asking about the concept of underrepresentedcountries as a fix.This was in the conversation about removing the diversity lottery, and how we couldreallocate that. And I do remember him asking if we do that, and we then assign those twocountries that are unrepresented, aren't we just continuing non-merit based immigration?So from that perspective, I think he did ask, would that cover European countries, or by itsnature, would that mean that we are further establishing immigration to purposefullyexclude Europeans?
DURBIN:What did the president say about immigrants from Norway?
NIELSEN:I heard him repeating what he had learned in a meeting before, that they are industrious,that they are a hard working country. They don't have much crime there. They don't have
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much debt. I think, in general, I just heard him giving compliments to Norway.
DURBIN:You said on Fox News that the president used strong language. What was that stronglanguage?
NIELSEN:Let's see, strong language, there was -- I -- apologies, I don't remember a specific word.What I was struck with, frankly, as I'm sure you were as well, was just the general profanitythat was used in the room by almost everyone.
DURBIN:Did you hear me use profanity?
NIELSEN:No, sir. Neither did I.
DURBIN:Did you hear Senator Graham use profanity?
NIELSEN:I did hear tough language from Senator Graham. Yes, sir.
DURBIN:What did he say?
NIELSEN:He used tough language. He was impassioned. I think he was feeling very strongly about theissue, as was everyone in the room. And to underscore a point, I think he was using some
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strong language.
DURBIN:Do you recall that the strong language he used repeated exactly what the president had saidprior to that?
NIELSEN:I remember specific cuss words being used by a variety of members.
DURBIN:I'm not going to ask you to say those words here. But I will just say for the record, SenatorGraham spoke up in a way that I respect very much, countering what the president had saidabout countries in Africa, reminding the president that his family did not come to Americawith great skills or wealth, but they came here as most families do; looking for a chance toprove themselves and make this a better nation.In the defense of Senator Graham, his strong words repeated exactly the words used by thepresident, which you cannot remember.Let me ask you another question...
NIELSEN:If I just could, sir, I -- I do want to say that I greatly appreciate not only Senator Graham'sleadership, but yours as well. I know you're both very passionate about this. As you know,afterwards I approached you and asked that I'm happy to come talk to you anytime to try towork on this deal.I do think that Senator Graham very impassionately described what he believed America isabout, and what we should move towards. Yes, I agree with that.
DURBIN:
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Do you support a path to citizenship for DACA recipients and those who were in theDREAM Act?
NIELSEN:I think we have to find a permanent solution, yes, sir.
DURBIN:I hate that phrase, permanent solution. Do you support a path to citizenship?
NIELSEN:I believe, that as part of the discussion, and to make sure that we don't continue temporarypopulations that continue to exist, we should talk about that.I'm not here to get in front of the president or any final decisions on that particular issue, butyes, I'm happy to discuss it.
DURBIN:Do you recall the president saying that he wanted $20 billion now, and he would build thiswall within one year?
NIELSEN:I do remember him saying that. He was concerned that given the appropriations cycle, thatany deal that we made now would be limited to this year's appropriation. I remember himasking, is there a way to authorize the full down payment of the wall, such that we couldhave assurances that we could in fact build it.
DURBIN:So, let's take a look at what your department has done, when it comes to building walls. Asof December 6th, 2017, less than 1 percent of the $341 million appropriated for 40 milesof replacement funding had been expended.
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Actual construction has yet to begin on money appropriated in the last fiscal year. So, is thepresident realistic when he says he wants $20 billion so he can build the wall in one year?
NIELSEN:I think the president is encouraging us to go as quickly as we can. As you know, it's a verycomplicated issue, building the wall, for a whole variety of -- a whole variety of reasons.What we're doing right now is we are testing and evaluating those prototypes, and willcontinue to determine that not only the design, but what's best per some of the otherSenators' comments, for any particular part of the border, because it will be different. Weneed a full tool kit.
DURBIN:Madam Secretary, the president made it clear in that meeting that one of the conditions forhis assent, or agreement to protect DACA was $20 billion, so he could build this wall in oneyear.The fate of John and Alejandra lies in the balance here. The president is insisting onsomething that is physically, legally impossible as a condition for him to give them a chanceto be here in the United States legally.Now, you've seen, because you commented on it on Fox News, the proposal, which SenatorGraham and I, as well as four other Senators have made on a bipartisan basis. And you'verejected it.You said at one point, I believe, that -- let me see if I can quote here, "There's nothing inthere that would prevent us from getting here again."Are you aware of the fact that included in this proposal is the entire request of theadministration for border security in this fiscal year, $1.6 billion for walls and barriers andfences, and another billion dollars for technology, exactly what you asked for?
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If you don't believe this is going to solve the problem, which is what you said on Fox News,why did the administration request it in the first place?
NIELSEN:Well, sir, that's not all we requested, as you know. We also requested to close the loopholesthat serve as the pull factors that continue to exacerbate the problem.I cannot apprehend if I cannot remove. That's not border security.
DURBIN:Let me -- let me add: the first meeting we had last week, we agreed, and the presidentagreed there would be two phases to this conversation. The first, immediately, to deal withthe DACA challenge and the three other elements the president (inaudible)...
NIELSEN:Including border security, sir.
DURBIN:... including border security, every penny that you asked for. And then the president said,phase 2 goes into comprehensive immigration reform; many of the issues which youdescribed as must-haves. We understand that. To put the entire burden of immigrationreform on the shoulders of these DACA recipients is fundamentally unfair, not practical,and jeopardizes their future and their lives.What we're trying to do is an honest, bipartisan approach to deal with the first phase of thisand you have rejected it.
NIELSEN:I thank you for your passion. I hope you understand mine. I cannot agree to a deal that doesnot give the tools and resources to the men and women of Department of Homeland
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Security to do the job you've asked them to do.
DURBIN:We gave you every penny you asked for.
NIELSEN:Sir, it's not the pennies.
DURBIN:No (ph)...
NIELSEN:It's closing the loopholes.
DURBIN:Then can we cut back on some of this money? Because we could sure use it.
NIELSEN:We need the wall too. The wall works, as you know. It's part of border security.
DURBIN:Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
GRASSLEY:Senator Tillis?
TILLIS:Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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Madam Secretary, thank you for being here. I'm glad I missed that meeting the latter part ofthe week, but I really enjoyed and thought it was productive, the meeting we had, you werein the room with a couple of dozen of us, and I'm deeply disappointed that we can't getpeople to think reasonably about this and bridge the gap. I don't necessarily think it's thatwide now, if we just sit down and lower the temperatures.What's the distance between the Pacific Ocean and the Gulf Coast, the total miles of border?
NIELSEN:DHS looked at over 2,000 miles for purposes of assessing where we need a wall.
TILLIS:OK, but geographically it's even a bit more than that...
NIELSEN:It is. Yes, sir.
TILLIS:...somewhere around 2,300?
NIELSEN:Yes.
TILLIS:When your full plan for the border security is implemented, how much of that will be in awall, versus fences or other structures?
NIELSEN:So, there's three different infrastructures we talk about. There's a primary wall, there's asecondary wall, and then, in some cases, there's infrastructure in the form of access roads or
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the mobility piece of the mission. But the current down payment request is 722 miles. Sothat's replacement and secondary and new wall.
TILLIS:OK. When this is fully built out, would you ever envision -- I think the president said in themeeting twice in front of the press, and then once or twice after the press left the room, thathe's dispensed with the notion of this large, monolithic, one-size-fits-all wall, right?
NIELSEN:Yes, sir.
TILLIS:So, I don't know why people would go back to campaign discussions. You know, both partiestend to have a little bit of flourish when they're on the stump. But it seems to me, thepresident has came here, he's listened to the people who are down at the border, and hasdetermined that the department has a good idea that involves people, technology andinfrastructure. So it would be fair to say in the face of the direct comments and the data nowfrom the department, it would just be disingenuous to suggest that anybody is proposing alarge, monolithic wall?
NIELSEN:Yes, sir. That would be disingenuous.
TILLIS:Yes. Now let's talk about the pull factor. Because, I think, if you learn nothing else from theamnesty of 1986, you learn, if you don't address the pull factor, that all you've done withamnesty is invite a lot more people in, waiting for the next amnesty. What's been yourexperience since we've started talking about DACA, in terms of border crossings over thepast few months?
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NIELSEN:Well, in general, we have to reduce those pull factors, as you say. And some of those pullfactors are of the loopholes. Again, I just cannot stress it enough...
TILLIS:Once they get here, it's hard for them to go.
NIELSEN:Yes, sir. And even those that we interdict, apprehend, takes over two years to get themthrough the system when they have a removable offense to begin with.
TILLIS:So what's our batting average, then, on actually removing when somebody gets into thesystem? It's got to be fairly low.
NIELSEN:It's fairly low, yes, sir. I can get you an exact figure but...
TILLIS:The -- in border security, do you all -- or this may be over in justice, take a look at howdangerous the -- the communities are as a result of the -- Senator Cornyn mentioned gangmembers. Is it true, or is there data to suggest, that many of the dangerous people that crossthe border, the majority aren't? But the dangerous ones find themselves in the very Hispaniccommunities after they cross the border, making them less safe, than say, my community?
NIELSEN:Yes, sir. And in fact, I think when I went to the Rio Grande Valley, which was the area thatSenator Cornyn was reviewing, we were talking about the rip crews, if you will. So those are
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those that are part of a TCO that are raiding a house where they believe weapons or drugsare stashed, where they might have prepositioned them.
TILLIS:I've been to one.
NIELSEN:But on both sides of the border, so without that wall, the rip crews go back and forth, backand forth. It's a danger to the Mexican side, it's a danger to our side as well.
TILLIS:We were in Laredo, Senator Cornyn led a CODEL down to the border and we were invarious places. Laredo was one that stuck in my mind, because a couple of weeks earlier,border patrol agents who were in a helicopter were shot at. They actually had the door with ahole in it in the briefing room.Would you characterize, I mean, a lot of people think the Rio Grande is wide and deep. It'sactually relatively narrow and shallow. So much so that they've got low draft or no draftboats to get to many places because you can walk across it. So you're 40, 50 yards away.How would you characterize Nuevo Laredo in terms of safety and security?
NIELSEN:I wouldn't be able to tell you specifically Laredo compared to others, but what I can tell youis, very unfortunately, the occurrences of attacks and violence against my agents hasincreased 63 percent. I'm working very closely with the Department of Justice and theattorney general. We will prosecute. This has got to stop. I will not continue to put my folksin danger.
TILLIS:
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It's very dangerous and it's very porous. And crossings happen frequently when you go downthe Rio Grande. You see the spotters out there, they know when border patrol's coming, theyretreat and then they come back into it. It's very dangerous. It seems odd to me thatsomeone would not support providing you all the tools you need to keep our border patrolsafe, but keep those communities safe.There are bad people crossing the border probably daily. And until we get serious aboutborder security, we're going to continue to make this country less safe and the Hispaniccommunities less safe. I -- I wanted to ask a little bit about -- first off, I also want to welcomeAlejandra and John, thank you all for being here and standing up. I actually want a solutionfor DACA. I actually want people to start acting reasonable instead of creating ad hoc gainsand trying to get something done that's simply not going to get done.And I think at the root of it is the president is passionate about securing this nation, as heshould be. And we need to get people in the room and actually solve the problem. Theproposal that you were presented with that was rejected later in the week, tell me what themajor deficiencies were, in your mind, that particularly as compared to what we seemed tohave the four pillars ironed out where we're going to negotiate those, where would the gapsbetween what you envisioned would occur as a result of that meeting and what you werepresented with on Thursday?
NIELSEN:Yes, sir. And just to be clear, I do not have any written proposal emanating from thatmeeting. So I received part of the briefing in that meeting, my staff has, in good faith,continued to work with staff over -- since that time...
TILLIS:What were the major deficiencies though?
NIELSEN:
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The major deficiencies were the concept that border security is, in and of itself, only the walland only when you're funding of the wall. And I would add, through those staffconversations, what I've also learned is that that bill then goes further and removes myability to actually build a wall because it prohibits the use of any current technology,whether that be the prototypes that we're looking at or whether that be current technologythat we have on the border.That doesn't even make any sense. That means I can't build a wall...
TILLIS:So that's the authority that you have to have?
NIELSEN:Yes, sir.
TILLIS:And the other -- the other issue, when it's -- it's also not completely accurate to say thatwe've provided all the funding you wanted. I mean, they -- we have addressed the -- theadministration's request for the budget for the next fiscal year.
NIELSEN:For one year. Yes, sir.
TILLIS:But we are not looking at what you need longer term, at least in terms of authorizations. Andthis fits into a whole raft of authorizations that you want, to immediately start securing theborder, but also try to dampen the pull factors along the way.Those are authorities that you think are critically important to securing the border, is thatcorrect?
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NIELSEN:Yes. Absolutely.
TILLIS:On the people's side of things, the People Technology Infrastructure, PTI as they refer to inour briefings down there, what do you really need for people? Because there are somepeople saying we got $1.8 billion, by the way, it is just a single appropriation is not recurringmultiyear appropriation, so you can't go out and hire a lot of people and hope that you havethe funding to pay them a year out.But what do you really need in terms of the people component? We haven't talked that muchabout it. We talked about the infrastructure and some billion dollars that you need for, Ithink, compliance or enforcement, but on the people side of things, what more and we goingto get to either immediately or over the next three to five years?
NIELSEN:Yes, the president, in his executive order, indicated 10,000 ICE agents 8000 border patrol.We need another thousand about lawyers. Of course, we need some additional immigrationjudges that we can process. We need to look at hiring and we're doing that at DHS. How canwe more quickly hire, how can we retain, what additional authorities might we need, if any.We're looking very carefully at that and I'd like to come back with you if there's any that weneed.
TILLIS:And, on the technology front, one of the things that I was struck by in Laredo was theenormous number of successful crossings that included illicit drugs. I know there'sestimates from 10 to 25 percent in terms of seizing what's coming across the borders.So, that really means that there are millions of doses of poison, whether it is heroin --heroin, methamphetamine, run down the list that's coming in this country every day across
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the legal ports of entry. Is that correct?
NIELSEN:Yes, sir.
TILLIS:And how much of your border plan is to increase -- and I know through technology they'retalking about things that can increase throughput so that you can actually search morevehicles or have insights into what's in them. How much of the plan is really focused onaccelerating that so we can try and get ahead of the narco-terrorism that comes across ourborder every day?
NIELSEN:The plan itself addresses all the major threats. So that's TCOs in general, if you will, whichof course are not only, unfortunately, the illicit trafficking of drugs as you say, but alsopeople. But it's also any other kind of threat that might come across. We talked about thenumbers today from our report that show, unfortunately, we need to do more screening andvetting to ensure that terrorists also don't come into our country.
TILLIS:We need to do a lot more. And I, for one, think that we have to have a balanced proposal, acompromise, that solves and addresses the DACA problem in a compassion sustainableway, but we also have to understand we need to be compassionate in terms of the threat toour community and to our homeland by not securing the border, to the threat to the peoplewho come across the border who are dying.
NIELSEN:That's right.
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TILLIS:Ten thousand over the last 20 years. Who knows how many thousands died trying? We needto end the exploitation, we need to end the human trafficking, we need to end the narco-terrorism that's coming across this border and you can only do that when people lower thetemperatures and recognized that securing the border is an absolutely appropriate requestas we're solving the DACA problem.It's balanced and it's going to make it less likely that we're going to have an uncertainpopulation 10 or 12 years from now, coming back and revisiting DACA when we get thisright.Thank you for being here and thank you for your service.
GRASSLEY:Senator Whitehouse?
WHITEHOUSE:Thank you, Chairman.Thank you, Madam Secretary, for being with us today. Cybersecurity is an area in whichyour department has very considerable responsibilities, correct?
NIELSEN:Yes, sir.
WHITEHOUSE:Do you believe that there is any effort required by Congress to address our cybersecuritygaps, at this point?
NIELSEN:
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As you know, we have a variety of conversations about reorganizing the NPPD, where cyberis. First is starting with the name. It really is important...
WHITEHOUSE:I mean, something a little more significant than changing the name...
NIELSEN:Yes, but I just -- if I can pause on that really -- if I could...
WHITEHOUSE:Is there anything else you think we should be doing other than changing names andbureaucratic structures?
NIELSEN:It's not bureaucratic structure, sir. Nobody knows what they do. Do you know what NPPDis? Nobody does. That's the point. So we need to make it clear that cybersecurity is withinthe Department of Homeland Security. The name change is important so that ourstakeholders know that. OK. So, what else?
WHITEHOUSE:Changing the name is important.
NIELSEN:What we need to do is...
WHITEHOUSE:Is there anything else important?
NIELSEN:
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Yes, sir. What we need to do is we need to look at additional ways that we can shareinformation, that we can use information that we gain from our Intel community...
WHITEHOUSE:And Congress should be allowing that?
NIELSEN:Congress should allow that in appropriate circumstances. Yes, sir.
WHITEHOUSE:What do you specifically request of Congress? I am trying to figure out what the legislativeagenda of your department is in Congress, with respect to cyber. Is there a specific proposalthat you have in writing, any place, that we could see that we could consider with respect tohaving hearings and trying to augment whatever authorities you need?
NIELSEN:Sure. We have multiple technical assistance that we've provided to a variety of bills, butwe're happy to sit down with you and walk-through...
WHITEHOUSE:But is there an actual proposal? Technical assistance is something the departments do inresponse to legislative proposals from Congress to try to amend legislation that we'veproposed to make it work effectively in your system. It's not -- I don't think, in my view,properly characterized as a proposal by the executive branch. I'm trying to find out what theexecutive branch is proposing to us.
NIELSEN:We do not have a separate proposal. No, sir.
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WHITEHOUSE:OK. I would actually urge that you consider it. I think there is bipartisan interest. I thinkcyber is a real issue and I think the silence from the administration, with respect tolegislative recommendations, is deafening right now. You also participate in the so-calledNIST Framework for protecting critical infrastructure, correct?
NIELSEN:Yes.
WHITEHOUSE:What is your view of the adequacy of the security for our electric grid that is presentlyprovided by the NIST Framework?
NIELSEN:So, the NIST Framework, as you know, in conjunction with a variety of protocols andguidance provided by the Department of Energy encourages those owners and operators ofelectric utilities to take a variety of measures. We need to...
WHITEHOUSE:And with respect to guaranteeing an American that their electric service is secure fromcyber attack, how confidently can you assert to us that the NIST Framework does that job?
NIELSEN:The NIST Framework is voluntary.
WHITEHOUSE:In other words?
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NIELSEN:In other words, we need to continue to do more. We need to update it. We need to keep upwith the threat. The threats continue to evolve.
WHITEHOUSE:And what would make it more than involuntary -- more than voluntary? What would make itmandatory? What would get -- what are you looking for to go beyond voluntary with respectto the NIST Framework?
NIELSEN:I think voluntary works, but what I'm suggesting is I will never be able to sit here andguarantee that we have full security.
WHITEHOUSE:When I asked you if security was adequate due to the NIST Framework your answer to mewas, it's voluntary.
NIELSEN:It is. Yes, sir. So we need to continue to...
WHITEHOUSE:... matters.
NIELSEN:We need to continue to update it and make sure that we're addressing the threats of todayand not the threats of six years ago when we first started looking at the NIST Framework.
WHITEHOUSE:
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So do you think that the NIST Framework, on its own, without any legislation fromCongress, is adequate for Americans to rely on security in the electric grid from cyberattack?
NIELSEN:It needs to be updated.
WHITEHOUSE:OK. And, does it need to be updated with help from Congress or is it something that you'regoing to do to update it on your own?
NIELSEN:I believe it's something NIST is doing under its own authority and direction from Congressto do. But the United States -- the Department of Homeland Security is a strong partner withthem.
WHITEHOUSE:Yes.
NIELSEN:...along with industries. So, we will continue to provide them with guidance and support.
WHITEHOUSE:I'll make it a question for the record, but I'd love to know what exact guidance theDepartment of Homeland Security has given NIST, with respect to these updates that yourecognize are required. And if there is any legislative effort that you think is required tosupport or to supplement the NIST framework, I would like to have that.
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NIELSEN:Yes, sir.
WHITEHOUSE:I'll make that a question for the record, also, if I may. I don't think it's an unfair question. Doyou?
NIELSEN:I do not. Cybersecurity is a huge and emerging issue. DHS continues to expand under theauthorities that we have, working both with international partners, as well as industry. And,yes, sir, I think it is worth further discussing.
WHITEHOUSE:Good. Election interference, does the Department of Homeland Security have a role inelection interference?
NIELSEN:We are looking at the cybersecurity of election systems upon requests of states, as youknow. So we have 11 states right now where we are conducting risk and vulnerabilityassessments at their requests. And we have prepared for any other requests from the 50states and will ensure that it occurs upon request before the next election cycle.
WHITEHOUSE:Was there Russian election interference in the 2016 elections? And can we anticipatefurther Russian and foreign election interference in the 2018 election?
NIELSEN:I believe that Russia, in general, will continue to try to test our systems and where they canextract information and, perhaps, disrupt, they will.
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WHITEHOUSE:So yes and yes.
NIELSEN:Yes, there was interference. To my knowledge, no votes were changed.
WHITEHOUSE:And in 2018 do you expect them to come at it again?
NIELSEN:In 2018, I think we can expect a variety of actors to test our systems. Yes, sir.
WHITEHOUSE:And what steps do you recommend or are you taking to protect the 2018 elections from thatcontinued interference?
NIELSEN:So the first is the risk and vulnerability assessments that we're offering. We're workingwithin our national infrastructure protection plan framework to provide guidance to helpstates and localities...
WHITEHOUSE:That was the guidance to the 21 states that there's actually been technical hacking of theirelection machinery?
NIELSEN:That wasn't guidance, that was a notification. So the guidance that I'm talking about islooking at the full system, if you will, of the election cycle. So, going all the way back to
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supply chain concerns through to the dissemination of votes upon capture.
WHITEHOUSE:The reports that have looked at this from places like the Atlantic Council and the CSIS haveall reported that the avenues of Russian election interference are not limited to specificcyber intrusions. They also involve propagandizing, the propagation of fake news, thecreation of phony people, who are actually bots, to drive information -- efforts to manipulateAmerican companies like Facebook and Google, and so forth. Are you interested in thosemeans of interference as well, or are you limited in your effort to the specific cyber intrusionand the potential for actually changing a vote between the machine where it's cast and theregister where it's tallied?
NIELSEN:We are working on our core mission which, as you know, is cybersecurity, but yes, we'reworking with other interagency partners on the broader issue of Russian propaganda as youcalled it, but Russian insertion of...
WHITEHOUSE:Do you have a better name for it?
NIELSEN:No. That's what it is.
WHITEHOUSE:OK. Do you have any legislative proposals related to election interference with -- and thatwould help us protect our 2018 elections from continued interference?
NIELSEN:
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I do not believe that, at least from a DHS perspective at this time, that we need anyadditional authority in that area. But we'll be sure to follow up with you.
WHITEHOUSE:OK. So you're comfortable that you can protect America from having Russians or otherforeign actors interfere in all of the ways that I mentioned from our 2018 elections?
NIELSEN:No, sir. That's not what I said. Statement...
WHITEHOUSE:Well then why would you not need additional either resources or authorities in order toaddress the problem if you can't do it with what you have now?
NIELSEN:Because, as you know, DHS does not play that role. That is a state and local role to ensurethe integrity of their election systems. We are providing support and guidance and willcontinue to do so.
WHITEHOUSE:OK. So you are testifying that the United States Department of Homeland Security has norole in protecting the country from...
NIELSEN:Sir, that's not what I said. I said, we're providing guidance and support...
WHITEHOUSE:You said it was a state role.
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NIELSEN:...we're proving risk and vulnerability assessments upon request, but it is...
WHITEHOUSE:To the states.
NIELSEN:...the role and responsibility of a state to ensure its election process.
WHITEHOUSE:So, I guess what I'm trying to get clear response of what your interest and -- and concernsare in this area. But it sounds to me as if what you have told us is that you see the Federalrole in protecting American elections as subordinate to the role of the states and the role ofyour department is only to provide guidance and whatever other support you are offering tothe states...
NIELSEN:Guidance, support, information sharing, vulnerability and risk assessments. Yes, sir.
WHITEHOUSE:And does that include all the other areas of Russian election interference that I addressedbeyond just a pure cyber intrusion into the state-run election systems?
NIELSEN:We are working with our Federal interagency departments to try to address a broaderconversation just as we are with terrorist...
WHITEHOUSE:
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So there is a Federal role in that? That you're engaged in with the Federal interagencyprocess not just...
NIELSEN:Discussions. Yes, sir.
WHITEHOUSE:...correct? And out of that, have there been any legislative recommendations whatsoeverfrom any department to your knowledge?
NIELSEN:Not to my knowledge on the propaganda, no.
WHITEHOUSE:Thank you very much.
GRASSLEY:Senator Klobuchar?
KLOBUCHAR:Thank you, Mr. Chairman.I want to follow up with Senator Whitehouse's questions as the Ranking on the RulesCommittee. Senator Lankfod and I have a bill, along with Senator Harris and SenatorGraham, that focuses on getting some resources to the state to better share with HomelandSecurity.As you know, in 21 states, attempts were made to hack into their election equipment. A lotof the state election officials didn't even know about it for months. And so, the bill requiresthat kind of information sharing and then also puts in some resources and we've found a
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way to fund this to help states to ramp up their efforts to protect their election equipmentwith back-up paper ballots with better equipment. Are you aware of this bill? It's called theSecure Elections Act.
NIELSEN:I -- I am aware of the bill and I really look forward to working with you all on it.
KLOBUCHAR:And do you think that would be helpful to get some resources to the state to do that?
NIELSEN:I think what we hear from the states because it's a voluntary relationship, is that they areconcerned, from their perspective, about resources. So I think looking at ways in which wecan support them makes sense to me.
KLOBUCHAR:OK. Very good, because a number of the Secretary of States, Democratic and Republican,are coming out for this idea that we start helping, because, to me, it's our fundamentals ofour democracy that we have the freedom to vote.Now, when the President disbanded and it is along the same lines, the Presidential AdvisoryCommission on Election Integrity, there's a lot of controversy, as you know, about that. Heinitially called on your department to review the findings of the commission and are yougoing to be spending DHS time working on this issue?
KLOBUCHAR:Given that I don't think it's in your jurisdiction.
NIELSEN:
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Yes ma'am. So, there are parts of it that are -- we covered the cyber security part to be able toensure the integrity from a cyber security perspective...
KLOBUCHAR:Agreed. As we just talked about...
NIELSEN:Yes. And then I think the larger question of voter fraud, some of that -- if the findings aresuch, exist within the Department of Justice, exist with other parts of the federalinteragency which we will work with.There is a voluntary system, right now, whereby a state that is concerned -- that those whoare not appropriately registered to vote, or who, perhaps, are not even registered to vote,vote. From an immigration perspective, we will work with states to help them determine ifvoters are in fact not appropriately registered for federal election, but it's voluntary and wedo it upon request.
KLOBUCHAR:I'm trying to -- do you agree that the department's jurisdiction over elections though isrelated to the critical infrastructure designation?
NIELSEN:Yes. First and foremost; yes.
KLOBUCHAR:OK. But you're also going to be working on this issue of registrations; is that correct?
NIELSEN:We do now. If somebody requests us to run some questionable, in their mind, voters, we'rehappy to do so.
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KLOBUCHAR:But you are going to have to focus of the department be on legitimate threats to our electionsystems?
NIELSEN:We are working very closely with the states on the cybersecurity, yes.
KLOBUCHAR:OK. So, I'm going to go back to what we were talking about earlier here with DACA and themeeting. And I really wasn't going to go into this until I listened to the exchange withSenator Durbin who, I believe, has a lot of integrity and I think people on both sides of theaisle would agree with me, as well as Senator Graham.And I was listening to your answers under oath that you did not hear -- and I'm not going toagain repeat this word and give it any dignity -- we'll just call it the word, s-hole -- do youknow what that word means, then?
NIELSEN:I -- I -- yes.
KLOBUCHAR:OK. So, you testified under oath that you did not hear the president use that word at themeeting; is that correct?
NIELSEN:That's correct.
KLOBUCHAR:And is it possible he said the word at the meeting and you didn't hear it?
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NIELSEN:Anything is possible. Yes, ma'am.
KLOBUCHAR:And did you hear him say the word s-house?
NIELSEN:I -- no, I did not.
KLOBUCHAR:So, is it possible he also said that word and you didn't hear it?
NIELSEN:Again, it's possible. It was a meeting of 12 people; there was crosstalk. I, unfortunately, wasnot -- the meeting as you know was unscheduled, so last minute, when I was notified, I hadto clear my schedule -- I came in a bit late, so anything is possible. I can't testify to what Idon't know.
KLOBUCHAR:OK. I appreciate that. Because words like this matter; do you agree with that?
NIELSEN:I do. I also agree that if you can forgive me -- and I won't actually -- other profane words Idon't think were appropriate either and they were not used by the president. And I actuallywas struck more by the fact that the conversation, although passionate and appropriately so,had gotten to a place where many people in the room were using inappropriate language inthe Oval Office in front of the president -- that's what struck me.
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KLOBUCHAR:Was it true that Senator Graham though pushed back to...
NIELSEN:Senator Graham gave an impassioned speech on what he believes are the American ideals.Yes, he did do that.
KLOBUCHAR:Very good. So, let's get to that and the matter at hand which is DACA and the DREAM Actand trying to protect 800,000 people who, most of us on this committee agree, came herethrough no fault of their own. And, right now, we have a situation where an estimated15,000 young people have lost their DACA status already, leaving these DREAMers withtremendous uncertainty.Can you give us assurances that the administration is not planning to pursue enforcementactions on young people whose DACA status has expired while the current court order is ineffect?
NIELSEN:If you are a current DACA register, you are still -- you still have status. No one has lost theirstatus. No one will lose their status until March 5th or later, depending on what happenswith the court.
KLOBUCHAR:Are there any circumstances under which the administration would remove a DACAbeneficiary from the U.S. at this time?
NIELSEN:
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At this time, no. Unless they commit a crime. And unfortunately, we've had 2100 that have-- they have lost their status and now they would be targeted for deportation.
KLOBUCHAR:Were there any circumstances under which the administration would have removed aDACA beneficiary from the United States before the recent court issue -- order was issued?
NIELSEN:Not if they appropriately retained their status. Again, if they committed a crime or a nationalsecurity threat there's always exceptions to that.
KLOBUCHAR:On the issue of schools, the University of Minnesota is really concerned about this. I hadasked about this at a previous hearing -- has DHS engaged with universities and institutionsof higher education regarding the elimination of DACA?
NIELSEN:We did in -- I don't believe that -- I don't know -- and we'll get back to you -- I don't know ifwe have in recent months, but as part of the ongoing conversation; absolutely.
KLOBUCHAR:OK. Because it falls in the middle of their semester -- a lot of them are in school and I justask that you look into that because it's a major concern there.The issue of steel dumping -- we're now moving into an entirely different area. This issomething that we worked hard with the -- your predecessors on this issue with theCommerce Department -- and this is illegal steel that's being dumped on our shores.In 2015 we passed legislation to strengthen the tools that custom officials have to ensurethat our trading partners in foreign industries are competing fairly. Because there was some
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change in tariffs, that meant hundreds of people went back to work last year and the yearbefore in my state. What is CBP doing to level the playing field for domestic manufacturers?We had talked before with Secretary Johnson about work being done to look at theshipments that are brought over if they contain illegal steel.
NIELSEN:Yes. So, the Department of Homeland Security, through CBP, is working with theCommerce Department, the U.S. trade representative in the State Department to see whatelse might be warranted to ensure that not only the law is able to enforce, but that we canidentify the illegal or illicit transfer -- the dumping, if you will. So, there's the dumping thatcomes here legally, but is dumping because it's under, as you know, the tariffs, but thenthere's also the illegal shipments. So, we're doing both.
KLOBUCHAR:Exactly. I was trying to envision like a perp walk where the ship would be sent away with allthe illegal steel. I just think we have to make a point of this -- that we've got a situationwhere this is still going on. I think there's been some enforcement and we gave someresources for that. So, I think I'll follow-up with you...
NIELSEN:Please do.
KLOBUCHAR:Thank you. I've introduced the Stop Act with Senator Portman to help our customs andborder agents crack down on illicit shipments of fentanyl and other dangerous syntheticdrugs from overseas. Our bill was endorsed by the president's opioid commission and I'mhopeful that it will advance in the Senate. Will you commit to working with us on this issue?
NIELSEN:
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Absolutely. I am a big fan. We've been working very closely with the United States PostalService to ensure that we can, in fact, implement it upon passage. Was very happy to see theInterdict Act as the beginning of the conversation, but the Stop Act is very important, and Ido look forward to working with you and Senator Portman to very quickly pass that.
KLOBUCHAR:OK. Another priority is this Conrad 30 bill which addresses physician shortages in ruralareas by allowing physicians who were educated in the U.S. to remain in the U.S. inexchange for three years of service in an underserved area. That could be an urban hospital.That could mean a rural hospital where we don't have enough doctors.I wanted to thank Chairman Grassley for working with me on improvements to this criticalprogram. Are you aware of this? And will you commit to working with me on this legislation?It was an issue I had raised with General Kelly when he was in your chair.
NIELSEN:I am aware of it. I'd be happy to work with you.
NIELSEN:There clearly is a continued demonstrated need in such areas. So let's find a way to meet it.
KLOBUCHAR:OK. And finally, last year I was concerned with the USCIS decision to suspend the premiumprocessing for the visas, which included the doctors under this program, who could notbegin practicing medicine in these rural areas as scheduled, as a result of the delay.I led a bipartisan letter about this. Do you know if steps have been taken to insure that anadditional suspension of premium processing will not take place in the future?
NIELSEN:
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I do not, but I'm happy to get back to you on that.
KLOBUCHAR:OK, very good. And then, Mr. Chairman, I'm going to put on the record a editorial that wasin our paper...
GRASSLEY:Without objections.
KLOBUCHAR:...by a Liberian, who came from one of these countries, whose son just graduated fromCarleton College, and making the point here, which he does so well, the great addition somany of these immigrants have made to our country.
GRASSLEY:That will be so ordered.
KLOBUCHAR:Thank you.
GRASSLEY:Senator Blumenthal?
BLUMENTHAL:Thank you, Mr. Chairman.Thank you so much for being here, Madam Secretary.And I want to join you in thanking the very dedicated men and women who work in theDepartment of Homeland Security, often at great sacrifice to themselves and at substantial
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risk. And I've met many of them and I think your pride in their work is very well justified.I am interested in a number of the statistics that you provided. I didn't find them in yourtestimony. You said that there has been a 30 percent increase in ICE arrests?
NIELSEN:A 30 percent that -- well, there's probably a lot of 30 percents. The one that I mentioned wasthe 30 percent increase in unaccompanied minors crossing the border between October andDecember.
BLUMENTHAL:Has there been an increase in the number of ICE arrests of ...
NIELSEN:Over last year. Yes, sir.
BLUMENTHAL:And what is that?
NIELSEN:I believe it's around 30 percent.
BLUMENTHAL:So ICE is arresting more people who are undocumented in this country and would you agreethat many of them have no criminal records, because the priorities of the Department ofHomeland Security have changed so that there no longer is a priority on individuals withcriminal records being arrested?
NIELSEN:
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Actually, sir, that's not true. The priority remains: those who are criminals, seriouscriminals, and those who have final orders of removal. Ninety two percent of those removedlast year were criminals. So I think...
BLUMENTHAL:When you say criminals...
NIELSEN:Yes.
BLUMENTHAL:...they have criminal convictions ...
NIELSEN:Correct.
BLUMENTHAL:...or felonies?
NIELSEN:Yes.
BLUMENTHAL:And so that means 8 percent had orders of removal that...
NIELSEN:Ninety two percent is both -- both together. So the other 8 percent...
BLUMENTHAL:
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So you count someone with an order of removal against him or her as a criminal?
NIELSEN:No, sir. I'm just saying the priority of the department are those with final orders of removaland criminals. That number is 92 percent.
BLUMENTHAL:Well, I would like you to get back to me with more precise and exact numbers, because ourexperience is that many individuals who've been in this country, playing by the rules, payingtaxes, working hard, raising families, they may have orders of removal, but they haveappeared regularly at Department of Homeland Security checks.And they are notified suddenly, without any real notice that they are going to be deported aweek or two or three from that time that they appeared.I'm also eager that you respond to my letters on that topic. I've received no response. And Ihave written, also, about apparent DHS policies on sensitive locations, in terms of arrests atplaces where, according to ICE policy, there should not be arrests, including, possibly,courthouses, churches and other places that are regarded as sensitive locations.As you know, a woman who is a victim of domestic abuse, if she seeks help at lawenforcement, police station, may be fearful about doing so if she is undocumented and she'sthreatened with deportation.So it works against proper law enforcement also, in terms of people who may have leadsabout crimes or seeking to report crimes, generally.So, I'd like answers to my letters of October 17th and November 13th on that topic.
NIELSEN:We'd be happy to clarify some of that information. It sounds like needs to be clarified, happyto do so.
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BLUMENTHAL:Thank you.Let me ask you about the testimony that you gave, very helpfully, to Senator Whitehouseabout the Russian attack on our -- you would agree that Russian meddling and interferencein our elections constituted, in effect, an attack on our democracy, correct?
NIELSEN:It's highly concerning. I want to be careful about the word, attack, but yes.
BLUMENTHAL:And there's no question that it happened on a massive scale. You'd agree with theunanimous opinion of the intelligence community in that regard?
NIELSEN:Yes, I have no -- I have no reason to doubt that.
BLUMENTHAL:Would you agree also that the Russians need to pay a price, otherwise they'll repeat it?
NIELSEN:I believe, yes, we need to put all kinds of activities in place, not only to prevent them and tomitigate, but to deter their -- their behavior.
BLUMENTHAL:And any American who supported or aided that attack, call it interference, or meddling ifyou prefer that word, should also be held accountable, correct?
NIELSEN:
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Should be held accountable in some way, sir. I'm not familiar with the laws that might applyin that situation, but yes, they should be held accountable.
BLUMENTHAL:Well, there are laws that prohibit conspiracy when a law is violated, correct?
NIELSEN:As far as I know. Yes, sir.
BLUMENTHAL:So, at a minimum, whether through the law of conspiracy, or the Computer Fraud andAbuse Act, or money laundering, those individuals who supported or aided or abetted theRussian interference with our election should be held accountable, correct?
NIELSEN:Yes.
BLUMENTHAL:Would you agree with me that the investigation by the Special Counsel is not a hoax or awitch hunt?
NIELSEN:I believe that investigations by Special Counsels are important.
BLUMENTHAL:And, in particularly, the investigation by Robert Mueller is necessary and appropriate,correct?
NIELSEN:
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It's -- yes, sir.
BLUMENTHAL:And should be protected from political interference?
NIELSEN:On all sides, yes.
BLUMENTHAL:I want to ask you about Puerto Rico. I visited Puerto Rico twice since the hurricane. And Ithink that the Federal response there has been shamefully and disgracefully inadequate.Almost half the island is still without electricity. Much of the water is undrinkable. Many ofthe major roads are impassable. And the economy is on the brink of failure. Half the hotelsare still closed.And many of the manufacturing plants are going to move out of the island -- andmanufacturing is a mainstay of its economy, if electricity is not restored.When I first visited, I was told that electricity would be restored by December.
BLUMENTHAL:In my latest visit, a couple of weeks ago, the date shifted to March.I would like a commitment, from you, that you and the department, through FEMA andcoordinating with the Corps of Engineers, will give us a date by which electricity is restored.
NIELSEN:You have my commitment to give you the best guess that we have, in terms of estimating thetime of restoration.
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WHITEHOUSE:Well, the people of Puerto Rico deserve more than a guess.(CROSSTALK)
NIELSEN:They do, sir. But, as you know, it's very complicated. We have to account for weather. Wehave to account for terrain. We have to account for aging infrastructure. We have to accountfor a variety of factors that I cannot predict.But, yes, you will have our best estimate, given all the data that we have as to whenelectricity will be restored.
WHITEHOUSE:Last week, I wrote to FEMA, and specifically the administrator, Brock Long, because ofreports -- and we verified them with people in Connecticut -- that they have been told thatthe transitional shelter assistance program will be ended for them, because their homes arenow habitable in Puerto Rico, despite the absence of water, electricity and reliablestructures.Would you agree with me that the standard of habitability should include those factors?
NIELSEN:I would agree with you that we need to do more, and we are doing more. As you know, wehave the first and foremost duty to protect the safety and security immediately after anevent, in response. HUD works with us on the longer-term housing. And, right now, whatwe're seeing is the transition from short-term housing to longer-term housing throughrecovery.
WHITEHOUSE:
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Correct. But people are now being evicted from their temporary shelters in Connecticutand, likely, in Puerto Rico, without the Section 8 or other HUD programs.
NIELSEN:I'm happy to look into that, sir.
WHITEHOUSE:I would like you to look into it, and I'd like you to also give me what the standard is forhabitability, because, certainly, it should include water, electricity and a reliable roof that isa structure that can be regarded as safe and secure. Would you agree?
NIELSEN:I'd be happy to look into it. Yes, sir.
WHITEHOUSE:Let me just close on the topic that's been raised, unfortunately, repeatedly, and I know it'sone that's uncomfortable for all of us here, and I'm not going to repeat the word.But, at any point in that conversation on Thursday did the president of the United States usethat four-letter word beginning with S, in combination with any other words, or alone, thatyou heard?
NIELSEN:Sir, respectfully, I have answered this. I've been very patient with this line of questioning. Iam here to tell you about the threats our country faces and the needs and authorities that areneeded by the Department of Homeland Security.I have nothing further to say about a meeting that happened over a week ago. I'd like tomove forward and discuss ways in which we can protect our country.
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WHITEHOUSE:Let's -- then, I agree -- expand on the compromise that was offered, the proposal thatSenator Durbin and Senator Graham and others -- the bipartisan proposal that wassuggested.Would you agree with me that it's an encouraging step and should be built on, because wewant to avoid the mass, draconian deportation that otherwise will occur to these very braveand talented young people who have come to our country?
NIELSEN:Yes, sir. I think anyone who is willing to work towards a solution to this -- as I said, my staffhas continued to meet with their staff since that meeting.
NIELSEN:And I'm very hopeful that we can agree upon a deal, amongst us all, that increases bordersecurity, that ends chain migration and the diversity lottery and that also accounts apermanent solution for the DACA population.
GRASSLEY:Senator Hirono?
BLUMENTHAL:Thank you.
HIRONO:Thank you, Mr. Chairman.We would all like to move on. So, I would like a very short yes or no answer to this question.Before I move onto ask you questions about what happened in Hawaii this weekend, you
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testified that you did not hear the President use the words s-hole or s-house, though hecould have said those words and you just didn't hear it. My question is, did you hear SenatorGraham use the s-hole or s-house words at the meeting with the president, yes or no?
NIELSEN:Ma'am, no.
HIRONO:Now, there is no question that there are heightened tensions between North Korea and theUnited States. And you touched upon the Department of Homeland Security's efforts withregard to disaster responses and what happened in Hawaii could qualify as that, of course.So, the false emergency alert about a ballistic missile threat to Hawaii induced real fear andpanic throughout the islands and while the threat was false, the panic and the fear were real.I understand that there were human factors and system failures involved, and I'd like to askyou some questions about what we can learn from this about the system's failures and howwe can improve the emergency alert systems, not just for Hawaii, but for every state.So, can you explain to me exactly what the role of your department is in overseeing stateemergency alert systems.
NIELSEN:Yes, ma'am.So, we provide the backbone of an alerting system, which state and locals are able to tap intoto reach their citizens. It's called the Integrated Public Alert and Warning System. Itprovides for a variety of capabilities including geo-targeting, so we that can alert those whoare in harm's way.But the decision in this case to utilize that backbone and how it was utilized was the state'sdecision.
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HIRONO:Yes, we realize that it all started with human error. So, obviously, we need to identify thehuman failures and correct them and then to the extent there were system failures, becausethere was a very long span of time from the first alert and then correcting that alert.So, that seems to point to some communication and other kinds failures that we ought to beaddressing. So, do you have the responsibility to convene state emergency managers tomake sure that each state has an alert system that functions properly?
NIELSEN:We do request a variety of information from state and locals on their alert and warningsystems as part of our threat assessments conducted by FEMA, as well as any time weprovide grant assistance.Often, the request is to use federal money to improve alert and warning systems, in whichcase, of course, we work with the states to ensure that that is done in a way that makessense.
HIRONO:So do have an overall responsibility or a part of your responsibilities to make sure that everystate's alert systems work properly?
NIELSEN:What we do -- yes and no. So, in other words, we provide the backbone to ensure that at anytime if the president or the Department of Homeland Security would need to send an alertto citizens with an impending catastrophic event, for example, we can do that.The state and localities then often use that backbone to distribute and disseminate theirown messages. I will say, in some areas, as you know, state and locals have their own systemthat you can opt into with other types of non-catastrophic events. Snow, for example, ormajor rainstorms. Something else that their citizens should be aware of.
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HIRONO:Well, this had the potential for being totally catastrophic. So, do you have a role in settingstandards and ensuring that state emergency management agencies use best practices in asituation like what occurred in Hawaii on Saturday?
NIELSEN:So, FEMA has been in touch with the emergency manager in Hawaii. We have offered oursupport for any after action that they have performed. I have asked my folks at DHS to dotheir own after action to ensure that we are clear when we receive a alert and warning from astate, both that it is disseminated properly, but also that we can verify.Initial lessons learned, you know, we would work with the states, particularly in this threatto ensure that they are connected to those who can quickly verify whether that threat is realor not. In that case, that would be the Department of Defense. So, we are in activeconversations with them to ensure that they can improve their system. Yes, ma'am.
HIRONO:So you would agree that there are responsibilities, the FCC, for example, they haveacknowledged they have a certain responsibility. DHS, the state and Pacific Commandbecause the order to send out this alert should have come from Pacific Command, upongetting the notification from Northern Command and there was a missile launch and whereit was heading. So, we can improve all of those communications.
NIELSEN:Yes.
HIRONO:Was your department aware that the Hawaii Emergency Management Agency did not havea mechanism currently in place to address the false alarm situation and alert -- and an alert
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retraction mechanism?
NIELSEN:We were not aware before this occurrence. No, ma'am.
HIRONO:Are you going to make sure that every state has that kind of fail-safe mechanism?
NIELSEN:We will work with states to ensure that, yes.
HIRONO:So, the White House called the false alert purely a state exercise, but I think that understatesthe problem, because I believe that addressing issues with alerts about a ballistic missilethreat from a foreign country, everyone assumed that it was from North Korea, is not only astate problem.Would you commit to working with me to ensure that states, not just Hawaii, we have toinclude Guam, are already in a uniform and effective way to alert their people of missilethreats?
NIELSEN:Yes, I will. And I'd also like to work with you to ensure that we're providing specificinstructions on what to do upon an alert.
HIRONO:And once Hawaii EMA, the Emergency Management Agency realized that it had sent out afalse alert, it apparently wasn't clear to them whether or not they needed to consult withFEMA before sending a retraction.
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Do you know what the requirements are? Were they supposed to get FEMA's, somehow,agreement, involvement in order to send out a false alarm message?
NIELSEN:No, ma'am. There's no requirement for them to get any permission from FEMA to retract amistaken alert and warning.
HIRONO:So, the fact that that seemed to have been a concern, that's yet another clarification ofclearer communication that has to occur.
NIELSEN:Yes, we all should clarify that.
HIRONO:So, how can DHS play a role in ensuring that all of the systems involved in sending out alertsand retracting them are understood by all the states? Are you taking some very specific stepsto make sure that this is happening?
NIELSEN:Yes, I have asked the administrator of FEMA to work with the state emergency managementagencies to ensure that the protocols and standard operating procedures are clear, both onissuing initial alerts, understanding the basis on which they have been alerted and then, ofcourse, making a course correction in the very, very small cases when that might benecessary.
HIRONO:Are there formal plans in place on how to respond to a domestic missile attack, becausewe're not just talking about Hawaii, of course, or Guam. But North Korea is developing
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missiles that can reach continental U.S. So, is there -- is there a formal plan in place throughyour department on how states are to respond to a domestic missile attack?
NIELSEN:We continue to work with the states to understand the threat and the effects of it. At theFederal Inner Agency we've had a variety of exercises leading up to the cabinet levelexercise in February, where we will discuss the federal rules and responsibilities in supportof state and local response.
HIRONO:I understand that though when you say that they cabinet level, it was the subcabinet level,not at your level.
NIELSEN:No, I'm sorry. I said the cabinet level will occur in February. We did have a deputy secretaryexercise in the fall. Yes, ma'am.
HIRONO:So, you are going to have a cabinet level?
NIELSEN:We are. Absolutely.
HIRONO:Make sure that every state has in place what they need to...
NIELSEN:
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To meet -- well, let me just be clear. The cabinet level exercise will clarify the roles andresponsibilities with the federal government. So that includes, as you say, DoD, to theextent that we're talking about an alert and warning system. We would like to make sure thatthe FCC which is undertaking an assessment, as you know, is clear.So, we'll clarify that. At the same time, we're working with state and locals to make sure thatthey have the information that they need.
HIRONO:Thank you. It sounds as though everybody's on board, especially after what happened inHawaii, to make sure that this doesn't happen in Hawaii or anyplace else, for that matter. Iwant to get to question of DACA because I was at the meeting at the White House where yousaid that, and you also said that today, that no DACA participants had lost their status.
NIELSEN:I did not say that. I said 21 have lost their status because they committed a crime.
HIRONO:I'm talking about 15,000 that I'm informed have lost their status. And so, DACAparticipants have to renew their status and only those whose status expired at a certaintimeframe were allowed to renew after the ending of DACA was announced. So there werethousands of participants in DACA who were already on renewal status and now they -- sothey couldn't apply for renewal.So, these are the young people who have lost DACA status, 15,000 of them. Take my wordfor it. So, I'm glad that after the California court ordered DHS to begin to renew theseapplications, and you have done so.
NIELSEN:Yes, we have.
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HIRONO:I commend you for that. I want to know what's happening to the 15,000 who have lost theirstatus. Are you creating an expedited procedure for them to have their DACA statusrestored?
NIELSEN:I will get back to you on that, ma'am. I'm not familiar with 15,000 who have lost their status.As I understand it the programs ends March 5th. So, let me get you this...
HIRONO:Well, people were on rolling renewal. So, obviously, not everybody ended at the same time.
NIELSEN:I understand. I also understand there was about 20,000 who decided not to renew whowere able to renew. So I'm not sure if we're talking about the same ...
HIRONO:We're talking about those people who lost their status because they were in the middle ofrenewal and so they could not renew in the timeframe that they were given after theannouncement.
NIELSEN:I'm happy to get back to you with details.
HIRONO:Thank you. Can you see my sense of urgency about this?
NIELSEN:
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I do.
HIRONO:Thank you.
GRASSLEY:Senator Booker? Senator Booker?
BOOKER:Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.First of all, I just want to say about the DACA issue going on right now. To me, this is a veryprofound, moral issue in our country. It's a moral issue because, as you know, many of thesechildren do not have even memories of their home country and now in our nation they'redoing things that are extraordinary.In my state, we have DACA recipients, DREAMers, who are servants in the military. We areDREAMers who are first responders. We have DREAMers who are entrepreneurs. Oneyoung lady sat in my office and employs hundreds and hundreds of people. And I am sureyou are aware, because you've probably met with these people, correct? You've met withDREAMers, yes?
NIELSEN:I have not met with DACA recipients as secretary of homeland security. No, sir.
BOOKER:Have you met with them before? DREAMers before?
NIELSEN:Not as self identified, no.
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BOOKER:So, then, for your knowledge, a lot of these folks are now hanging not only the balance ofwaiting for policy, but it's an -- a grievous anxiety, it's undermining their life and their well-being and their ability to serve.This moment for them, these weeks and weeks of waiting on something where 80 percentof Americans agree, Republicans and Democrats agree, that we should find a way for thesefolks to stay in this country. What is happening to them right now is unacceptable treatmentto people who are fellow Americans, but for the documentation. I want to just turn thoughand you'll have to forgive me, listening to the testimony has changed my line questioning abit because this is very personal to me.I sit here, right now, because when good white people in this country heard bigotry or hatredthey stood up. Moving into my home community we were denied housing because of thecolor of our skin. And it was white Americans from Bergen County who banded together tofight against racism, to fight against hate speech.To fight against people who had broadbrush generalities about people based upon theirethnicity, based upon their origin, based upon their religion. What went on in the WhiteHouse, what went on in the Oval Office is profoundly disturbing to me.And I'll tell you this, I heard about when I was in Puerto Rico when it happened. And here Iwas, there, trying to help a community dealing with savage challenges. I can't tell you howmany Puerto Ricans brought up that conversation in the White House. I returned to Atlantato go to the King Center Awards and from the greatest luminaries from the civil rightsmovement, down to average Americans, this was on their mind.I returned to Newark, New Jersey, and I talked to African-Americans from Africa, I talked toCentral American Americans, I talked to regular Newarkers and this was top on their mind.Yesterday, I talked to the ambassador from Haiti and to see all that they are doing as a resultof this conversation.
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Now, I've been in the Oval Office many times, and when the commander in chief speaks Ilistened. I don't have amnesia on conversations I had in the Oval Office going back monthsand months and months, and I have had individual meetings with the president and I havehad group conversations were there was, as you said, crosstalk.And why is this so important, why is it so disturbing for me, why am I, frankly, seething withanger? We have this incredible nation where we have been taught that it does not matterwhere you are from. It doesn't matter your color, your race or religion it is about the contentof your character, it's about your values and your ideals.And yet, we have a language that from Dick Durbin to Lindsey Graham, they seem to have amuch better recollection of what went on. You're under oath. You and others in that roomthat suddenly cannot remember. It was Martin Luther King that said, "There is nothing inthis world more dangerous than sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity".And so here we are in the United States of America and we have a history that is beautifuland grand and also ugly where from this nation to others we know what happens whenpeople sit by and are bystanders and say nothing. When Oval Office rhetoric sounds likesocial engineering. We know, from human history, the dangers of that.Our greatest -- our greatest heroes in this country spoke out about people who haveconvenient amnesia or who are bystanders. King said, "A man dies when he refuses to standup for that which is right. A man dies when he refuses to stand up for justice. A man dieswhen he refuses to take the stand." Elie Wiesel says, "We must take sides. Neutrality helpsthe oppressor, never the victim. Silence encourages the tormentor, never the tormented."
BOOKER:Gandhi said, "Silence becomes cowardice -- cowardice." "When we occasion -- when theoccasion demands speaking out," like Lindsey Graham did, "and acting accordingly."This idea that the commander-in-chief of this country could, with broad brushes, talk aboutcertain nations, and thus, cast a shadow over the millions of Americans who are from those
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communities, and that you could even say in your testimony that Norwegians were -- werepreferenced by him, because they're so hard working.
NIELSEN:I -- I didn't...
BOOKER:Excuse me. Let me finish.
NIELSEN:Happy to.
BOOKER:Let me just draw a connection of why that matters. I'm sure you remember the six wordsfrom our president; the six words that he said after Charleston, Virginia last summer. Peoplemarching with tiki torches and hate, and he said, "There are very fine people on both sides" -- "very fine people on both sides." When the commander-in-chief speaks, or refuses tospeak, those words just don't dissipate like mist in the air. They fester. They become poison.They give license to bigotry and hate in our country.I know you're aware of a 2017 GAO report that found, and I quote, "Out of the 85 violentextremist incidences that resulted in death since September 12th, 2001, far right-wingviolent extremist groups were responsible for 73 percent."When I go through the black belt in the south, when I'm in Atlanta, black churches inNewark, they're concerned about jihadist Islamic terrorism. We watched the twin towers,from Newark, go down. But since 9/11, 85 violent incidents, 73 percent were with peoplethat hold bigoted, hateful ideas about minorities.One American killed in Charleston, Virginia, dozens injured; nine Americans killed in achurch shooting in Charleston, South Carolina by a white supremacist; an American killed
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and another wounded in Kansas after a white supremacist targeted them for their ethnicity,saying, "Get out of my country"; six -- six Americans killed and four others wounded inWisconsin, where white supremacists targeted individuals for their religion.The commander-in-chief, in an Oval Office meeting, referring to people from Africancountries and Haitians with the most vile and vulgar language. The language festers. Whenignorance and bigotry is allied with power, it is a dangerous force in our country. Yoursilence and your amnesia is complicity.Right now, in our nation, we have a problem. I don't know if 73 percent of your time is spenton white supremist hate groups. I don't know if 73 percent of your time is spent concernedabout the people in fear in communities in this country -- Sikh Americans, MuslimAmericans, Black Americans. The fact pattern is clear of the threats in this country.I hurt. When Dick Durbin called me, I had tears of rage when I heard about this experiencein that meeting, and for you not to feel that hate -- hurt, and that pain, and to dismiss someof the questions of my colleagues, saying, "I've already answered that line of questions,"when tens of millions of Americans are hurting right now because of what they're worriedabout what happened in the White House. That's unacceptable to me.There are threats in this country; people plotting. I receive enough death threats to know thereality. Kamala receives enough death threats to know the reality. Mazie receives enoughdeath threats to know the reality. And I've got a president of the United States, whose officeI respect, who talks about the countries of origins of my fellow citizens in the mostdespicable of manner. You don't remember, you can't remember the words of yourcommander-in-chief. I find that unacceptable.Mr. Chairman, I'm grateful to be on this committee. I'm more than ever, today, happy I'mhere.Thank you.
GRASSLEY:
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Thank you.Senator Graham?
NIELSEN:Sir, could I just respond, if you don't mind, after that?
GRAHAM:(inaudible)
NIELSEN:I would just like to say that...
GRASSLEY:Wait -- wait, Senator Graham. Go ahead and respond.
NIELSEN:Would -- would that be OK?
GRASSLEY:Yeah.
NIELSEN:I would just like to say, I -- I do, clearly -- and I want to be clear on this -- abhor violence in allof its forms. I couldn't agree with you more, that the Department of Homeland Security hasa duty to stop and prevent violence in all of its forms. Our preventing terrorism programshave been reassessed and re-looked at, just this year, to ensure that we actually are goingafter the threats, to include white supremacy, not just to focus on what was focused on inyears' past.
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So just -- just to -- I would just like to say that to you. I share your passion. It's unacceptable.It can't be tolerated in the United States. Under the authorities that I have at the Departmentof Homeland Security, violence, in any form, will not be tolerated.
GRASSLEY:Senator Graham?
GRAHAM:Thank you very much.Welcome, Senator Booker. I'm glad you're here, too.So do you agree with me that the threats to the nation are -- are pretty severe, and if we shutdown the government, that'd be a bad idea?
NIELSEN:Yes, sir.
GRAHAM:OK. Does the president intend to extend DACA past March 5th by executive order?
NIELSEN:Not that I'm aware of.
GRAHAM:Do you think he has the legal authority to do so?
NIELSEN:I believe the attorney general has made it clear that he believes such exercise isunconstitutional. It's for Congress to fix.
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GRAHAM:So I agree with that. I just want everybody on this committee to know that I don't believe thepresident can extend this by executive order, and March 5th, a lot of bad things begin tohappen. And it seems to me we ought to try to avoid that if we can. Do you agree with that?
NIELSEN:Yes, sir.
GRAHAM:Now, let's talk about two Trumps: the Tuesday Trump, and the Thursday Trump. Whoseidea was it to do the meeting on Tuesday?
NIELSEN:As far as I know, it was the president's.
GRAHAM:I will say something that some people may not like, but I thought he did a really good job.Did he -- he talked about comprehensive immigration reform. Do you remember that fromTuesday?
NIELSEN:I do remember that being raised. Yes, sir.
GRAHAM:Is he still supportive of comprehensive immigration reform?
NIELSEN:
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I believe what he made clear is, he's happy to listen to proposals and have the discussion, butthere are some immediate needs. I think those are (inaudible)(CROSSTALK)
GRAHAM:Right, I agree with that, but he said he wanted to do comprehensive?
NIELSEN:He said he was open to it, absolutely. Yes, sir.
GRAHAM:Yeah. I think he said he wanted to. Do you remember him saying we need to be bipartisan,when it comes to immigration reform?
NIELSEN:Very important.
GRAHAM:OK, and he still believes that?
NIELSEN:Yes.
GRAHAM:Do you remember him saying the word love?
NIELSEN:
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I don't remember him saying the word love. I remember him saying care. I've heard him uselove before, compassion.
GRAHAM:Well, we'll get the tape. He said love. We should do this with love. And so, what I heardTuesday was a president who seemed to understand, it had to be bipartisan. Phase One isjust a down payment. It needs to be comprehensive. We need to go to merit-basedimmigration. We need to secure our border, and we need to be fair to the illegal immigrants,and we need to emphasize security, but he said love.
GRAHAM:Thursday. Do you (ph) -- are you aware that the Senator Durbin and the president talked at10 o'clock, around that time, Thursday morning?
NIELSEN:Only through news reporting after the fact.
GRAHAM:Are you aware of the fact that Dick Durbin called me and said I had the best conversationever with the president? We should follow up on it.
NIELSEN:I am now.
GRAHAM:OK, so is everybody else. Are you aware of the fact that I said great, Dick, I'll call The WhiteHouse and see if we can set up a meeting? You are now?
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NIELSEN:Yes, sir.
GRAHAM:So what happened between 10 and 12?
NIELSEN:I don't know, since I didn't hear any of that until just...
GRAHAM:I don't either and I'm going to find out and I'm not going to ask you because between 10o'clock and 12 o'clock, we went from having conversations between Senator Durbin, which Ibelieve every word, and the president that was very hopeful and by the time we got there,something had happened.So, Tuesday, we had a president that I was proud to golf with, call my friend, whounderstood immigration had to be bipartisan; you had to have border security as essential,you have border security with a wall. But he also understood the idea that we had to do itwith compassion.Now, I don't know where that guy went, I want him back. As we go forward, how does thismovie end? What's going to happen?
NIELSEN:I hope that we can find a legislative package that addresses those four pillars that, itappeared to me, all the Congressional leaders...
GRAHAM:Yes, let's go through those four pillars...
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NIELSEN:Sure.
GRAHAM:Border security; do you expect that the Democrats will give the president everything hewants for border security in Phase I.
NIELSEN:No, sir. That's why we took the priorities that he issued in the fall and we culled them down.
GRAHAM:Merit-based immigration, do you believe we will move to a merit-based immigration systemin Phase 1?
NIELSEN:Completely and fully, no.
GRAHAM:OK. Do you agree with me that the reason we won't (ph) is if the Democrats give useverything we want on border and merit-based immigration and go to nuclear family interms of future immigration flow, they won't have any leverage when it comes to the rest ofthe 11 million.
NIELSEN:I have not seen any proposal where they give us everything we need on border security.
GRAHAM:
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Well just trust me on that, I deal with them a lot; they're not. I'm going to tell y'all guys, I'mnot going to give the 11 million legal status and hope one day y'all will deal with us onborder and merit-based immigration. Do you understand leverage?
NIELSEN:Yes, sir.
GRAHAM:Do you think the president understands leverage?
NIELSEN:Yes, sir.
NIELSEN:So here's what I would suggest to you. In Phase 1 to expect my friends on the other side to gocomprehensive for us and DACA for them, it's not going to happen. I'm telling my friends onthe other side, DACA and nothing else, is not going to happen. The sweet spot is DACA plus,more than the DACA kids and making down payments on border security; moving slowly,but surely, toward a merit-based immigration system; to be followed by Phase 2. Can Idescribe Phase 2 as I see it?
NIELSEN:Yes, sir. Please.
GRAHAM:Thank you very much. Phase 2, as I see it, is we move further toward border security in itsfull sense; that we begin to find a pathway forward for the 11 million not included in Phase1 who or not crooks, drug dealers, rapists, felons, which is the overwhelming majority of the11 million.
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That once we get a glide path for them, I expect, in return, that when they're through thesystem we'll have a merit-based immigration system based on the economic needs of thecountry, that we'll have a secure border and we'll increase legal immigration so people inthe future don't have to cheat. Does that sound pretty reasonable?
NIELSEN:It sounds like a Phase 2.
GRAHAM:OK. So, I'm going to try to get you through Phase 1, that the president's watching, I'm still inthe phone book, don't give my number out, but call me. This has turned into a S show andwe need to get back to being a great country where Democrats and Republicans haveworked together to do something that we should have done years ago. To the 700,000young people; some young, some older, we're not going to leave you behind.I don't know how this movie ends, but you're going to be taken care of. To those who want tobegin to fix a broken immigration system, you're going to get something too. I don't knowhow we right the ship; Dr. King said something pretty poignant about us, he said, "We cameon different ships, we're all in the same boat now."So here's my hope, that we can find through Phase 1, a reasonable down payment on bordersecurity, begin to correct some of the problems when it comes to chain migration, deal withthe DACA population fairly and with a sense of compassion and set up Phase 2, and all Iwould say, Madam Secretary, we need your help.
NIELSEN:Sir, I've been ready. I've offered to meet with anybody who would like to meet with me tofurther this discussion. I would like to do it, we need to do it.
GRAHAM:
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I'm going to take you up on that offer. And to the country at large, things are going to getbetter; it's not going to end this way. The president ran hot and I think I know why,something happened between Tuesday and Thursday and we'll get to the bottom of that,and quite frankly, I got pretty passionate and I ran a little hot too. Somebody needs to fix thisproblem, Obama couldn't do it; Bush couldn't do it and both of them, to their great credit,tried. Do you think President Trump can do this?
NIELSEN:I think he wants to do it. Yes, sir.
GRAHAM:And I think Dick Durbin has been one of the best people you could ever hope to work with,that he's a decent, honest man, a liberal Democrat. Yeah, he said yeah. And I'm aconservative Republican, but on this and other things, we can find a way forward.
GRAHAM:So, Mr. President, I'm going to end today where I ended Tuesday. Close this deal. Thankyou, Madam Secretary.
NIELSEN:Thank you, sir, for your leadership on this.
GRASSLEY:Before I call on Secretary Harris, I would hope, Senator Graham...
HARRIS:I don't know if that's a demotion or a promotion.(LAUGHTER)
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GRASSLEY:I'm sorry. Before I do that I -- you don't have to answer this, Senator Graham, but it seems tome that in phase 1, we ought to at least be able to agree that we should make it -- make iteasier to remove dangerous criminals in phase 1, instead of waiting for that.You know, that's just kind of a simple thing...
GRAHAM:Yeah, that's a...
GRASSLEY:That's a common sense task. You ask that to any American, and they would say yes.
GRAHAM:I think that's a good idea, among other good ideas. And I'm glad we're talking about phase1, rather than s-holes.
GRASSLEY:Senator Harris?
HARRIS:Thank you, Mr. Chairman. There's so much that has taken place over the last week andduring the course of this hearing, that, frankly, stirs in me, as in my colleague SenatorBooker, and others, great emotion. I join issue with the statements of Senator Booker.I am deeply concerned and troubled about the words that, I believe, that Dick Durbin hasshared with us, that came from the president of the United States. I believe that the wordsspoken by any president of these United States are powerful words, and should be spokenwith the spirit of unifying and not dividing our country. Should be spoken in a way thatbrings dignity to other human beings and does not demean them.
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I am deeply concerned when we are just having celebrated the birth of Dr. Martin LutherKing, who spoke about the effect of racism in this country, and words that are motivated byracism -- for so many reasons, they are harmful, they have led to death, at their mildestform, which is not mild, it suggests to one group of people that they are inferior and toanother that they are superior to their fellow man.This is a pivotal moment in the history of our country. When we are having discussionsabout whether the people of Norway, and I will use your words, Madam Secretary, and youspoke about how they were referred to as, by contrast to the people of Africa and the variouscountry -- the 54 countries of Africa, and Haiti, and we speak of them, and you've spoke ofthem according to the President as, "The people of Norway, well, you know, they work veryhard."The inference being the people of the 54 states of Africa and Haiti do not. That is a fairinference. And you run the Department of Homeland Security, and when you say you don'tknow if Norway is predominantly white when asked by a member of the United StatesSenate, that causes me concern about your ability to understand the scope of yourresponsibilities and the impact of your words, much less the policies that you promulgate inthat very important department.You opened by talking about a number of statistics that paint the threats the country facesfrom terrorism, and particularly, you spoke of those who commit acts of terror who were notborn in this country. The study you mention, however, leaves out some of the most rampantterror attacks that we've seen lately, which are domestic acts of terror.As has been mentioned, there is a report from the FBI and DHS which outlines whitesupremist extremists, and I quote, the report says, "Will likely continue to pose a threat oflethal violence over the course of the next year." The report states that, "White supremistextremists are responsible for 49 homicides in 26 attacks from the year 2016, more thanany other domestic extremist movement," I'm quoting.It is deeply troubling that in your opening comments, when you talk about the threats to ournation, our homeland, to national security, that you failed to mention a report that outlined
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a very specific threat to us as the American people. Deeply troubled.You must understand the inference, the reasonable inference, that the American public isdrawing from the words you speak, much less the words of the President of the UnitedStates.Now, I'd like to move on and talk about your management of your agency. You and I spokeseveral times during your confirmation process, both at a personal meeting on November2nd and in your November 8th confirmation hearing before the Homeland SecurityCommittee.In your confirmation hearing on November 8th, you stated you would issue guidance to youragents, stating that DACA recipients and DREAMers are not enforcement priorities.
HARRIS:Have you done that?
NIELSEN:They are not enforcement priorities, ma'am.
HARRIS:Have you issued that statement and that to your agents, that guidance?
NIELSEN:That is clear from the ICE...(CROSSTALK)
HARRIS:That's not my question.
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NIELSEN:I, personally, have not. No.
HARRIS:You also committed that you would make clear to DHS employees that DACA recipients'information would not be shared for enforcement purposes. Have you done that?
NIELSEN:I have verified that. It is not proactively shared. If it's a national security threat, that's adifferent matter. The DACA information is not proactively provided. I have verified that.
HARRIS:That's not my question. Not, "Have you verified it?" That's clear to me. My question...(CROSSTALK)
NIELSEN:It's in policy. It's in existing, written documentation.
HARRIS:My question, I will repeat, is based on a commitment you made to me, in another UnitedStates Senate hearing.
NIELSEN:And I'm saying that "written" it already exists. So I didn't need to redo it. It already exists.
HARRIS:That is not the point. Have you made that clear?
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NIELSEN:Yes, I have.
HARRIS:Hundreds of thousands of employees in your department?
NIELSEN:Yes. I have had multiple meetings where we have discussed this, and I have clarified, againand again. Yes, ma'am.
HARRIS:Have you issued some kind of directive, written directive, to the hundreds of thousands ofemployees of your agency?
NIELSEN:It already exists.
HARRIS:So you've not done that? That's the short...
NIELSEN:Why would I do it again? It already exists.
HARRIS:OK. Let's talk about why you would do it again. Let's talk about the data that shows thatthere has been a -- an increase of, I think, threefold, of the number of people who are non-criminals, by ICE's own definition, who have been detained in your department.
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How do you reconcile your point, which is that it's clear to the agents in your department,when the data supplied by your own agency does not reflect that?
NIELSEN:The data that I have has 92 percent, last year, being criminals and those with final orders ofremoval.
HARRIS:And so, where we have information that there has been an increase of the number of people-- nearly three times the number of individuals with no criminal history, as compared -- ascompared to the same period last year, are you saying that's incorrect?
NIELSEN:I'm saying I don't have the data that you're looking at. Is it final orders of removal, or is thereanother national security threat?
HARRIS:No criminal history.
NIELSEN:That's not what I asked. Is it a final order of removal?
HARRIS:We're talking about the people that you are contacting. Are you prioritizing, equally, peoplewith no criminal history, as you are those who you described earlier, as being criminalsbecause they are felons?
NIELSEN:We prioritize those with criminal convictions, as well as those with final orders of removal.
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HARRIS:So my question is, do they have equal priority in your agency?
NIELSEN:They're both top-tier priority for enforcement.
HARRIS:Do they have, then, equal priority?
NIELSEN:Ma'am, we're going to enforce the law. If there's a final order of removal, we will seek toremove you.
HARRIS:OK. What is your budget request for this year?
NIELSEN:I -- I don't have the figure for -- for F.Y. '18.
HARRIS:Do you believe that your department and agency is adequately funded, or that you are inneed of resources?
NIELSEN:I -- it depends on the particular area, but we have worked very closely with theadministration to ensure that we do have the tools and resources we need to do our job.
HARRIS:
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So I'm assuming that you have adequate resources, which is why you can apply equal priorityto those who are felons and those who have no criminal records?
NIELSEN:Ma'am, we will not ignore the law. If you have gone through the system and you have a finalorder of removal, you are a priority to be removed.
HARRIS:This past Saturday, following a recent U.S. district court ruling, your agency resumedaccepting DACA renewal applications. Will you commit to providing direct notice to allDACA recipients about their ability and right to renew?
NIELSEN:We -- I will look into that. Yes, ma'am.
HARRIS:You will recall that, when you...
NIELSEN:It's, by the way, it's posted on the website and it's posted for anyone who is a current DACArecipient, that they can read it and understand how they can reapply.
HARRIS:It is also posted on your website. Is it my understanding that we are no longer acceptinginitial or renewal requests for deferred action for childhood arrivals? Are you aware thatthat's on your website right now?
NIELSEN:No, I am not.
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HARRIS:I would suggest that you get to that right away.
NIELSEN:We will clarify.
HARRIS:During your confirmation hearing, you also told me you would issue written guidance tofrontline officers on DHS' Sensitive Locations policy. And in light of the case that you havenow been asked about at this hearing, about the 10-year-old will with cerebral palsy surgery,can you tell me, have you don't that? Which is, issue guidance to your agents on SensitiveLocation policies?
NIELSEN:We've clarified the guidance, and we have had discussions with leadership on how to ensurethat every person who enforces the law understands what the sensitive locations are. Thosesensitive locations have not changed since 2012.
HARRIS:And what guidance -- did you provide the guidance, that you're now referring to, in writing?To all the agents in your department?
NIELSEN:It's in writing.
HARRIS:Can you submit that to my office? And when did you issue that?
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NIELSEN:We can submit it. We can provide it to you, yes, ma'am.
HARRIS:When did you issue that?
NIELSEN:It's the same guidance that's been in existence since 2012. What we have done is clarify andreinforce the existing guidance.
HARRIS:And you'll send me that -- that clarification?
NIELSEN:Yes.
HARRIS:And you mentioned, in your testimony today, that, in that case of Rosa Maria Hernandez,that your agents were being helpful in escorting that family, the 10-year-old who neededsurgery...
NIELSEN:To the hospital.
HARRIS:... to the hospital. So I would suggest to you, it is not helpful for Border Patrol agents tofollow an ambulance to a hospital and then arrest a 10-year-old after her surgery. And I
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would ask you to review the efficacy of the conduct of your agents, and your perspective onwhat happened that day.(CROSSTALK)
NIELSEN:I am happy to provide you the actual facts of what happened.I'd also just like to say, if I could, Chairman, if you don't mind...
GRASSLEY:Yes?
NIELSEN:It's not a fair inference, at all, to say that my comments about Norway were in contrast toany other country. What I was describing was the president's views upon meeting with theprime minister.And what I was quoting was what he was told, in meeting with the Norwegian delegation.That's what he was repeating. That were words that they said that he repeated that, then, Irepeated. It was not meant to be in contrast.With respect to white supremacy, we take that very seriously. As I said, that we haveexpanded our prevention efforts of terrorism in the Department of Homeland Security, toensure that we, in fact, are going after violence of any kind. Any kind is not appropriate, andI will not allow it to occur if it's within our authority to stop.
HARRIS:Mr. Chairman, I would just ask that the record -- I'm sure, and we can all review it, willreflect that, in the opening statements, when discussing challenges to our homeland interms of security, the white supremist threat was not mentioned.
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Thank you. I have no further questions.
GRASSLEY:Thank you.Here's where we are now. We have Senator Coons, when he comes back, for 10 minutes.And then I've had requests from Durbin, Leahy, Whitehouse and Hirono for a secondround. That would be five minutes apiece.I'd like to ask some second-round questions, too, but I'm going to go to Senator Durbin first,while we're waiting for Coons. But I do -- you can see, I've been abandoned by everybody onmy side. So -- so I -- I've got to get done by 2 o'clock.
DURBIN:Thank you, Mr. Chairman.(CROSSTALK)
GRASSLEY:... everybody understand, cooperate in that respect.Go ahead, Senator.
NIELSEN:And, sir, if I could just ask, since it's been three hours, could we take just a five-minutebreak?
GRASSLEY:Sure. Now is a...
NIELSEN:
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I greatly appreciate it.
GRASSLEY:... now's the time to do it.
NIELSEN:OK. Thank you.
GRASSLEY:Then that may mean that we go with Coons first.
FEINSTEIN:Senator Durbin?
DURBIN:Thank you very much.Madam Secretary, I want to try to put into context a time table because here's what we face,as I understand it. Because of the California court decision, your agency is opening for thosewho previously were protected by DACA and whose protection or registration has come toan end an opportunity to reapply. Is that correct?
NIELSEN:Yes.
DURBIN:Need to turn your mike on.
NIELSEN:
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Sorry. Yes, sir.
DURBIN:OK. And we also know that come March 5th, the president said the program's over. So thosewho would have expiring DACA protection as of March 5th would not be able under thepresident's directive of September 5th to apply for new DACA status. Is that correct?
NIELSEN:Yes, that's correct.
DURBIN:And you have said and I -- I assume it -- it reflects the Administration that you do not believethat President Trump has the authority to extend the March 5th deadline.
NIELSEN:Yes, sir.
DURBIN:OK. We also have heard, two weeks ago, from your agency that any changes to DACA thatwe decide to go forward with will take several months, I think they said six months, toimplement. Have you heard that?
NIELSEN:I -- I have not.
DURBIN:I think that's true. The point I'm getting to is this. This is a matter of urgency. I hope youagree.
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NIELSEN:I do.
DURBIN:And this week, we think, is a critical week. Do you know what the position theadministration is on the California decision? Are they going to accept it or are they going toappeal it?
NIELSEN:I don't. Last I checked in with the Department of Justice they were considering theiroptions. I -- I don't have an update.
DURBIN:Should they choose to appeal it, it could end in a matter of hours, it is possible, because Ibelieve it's injunctive relief that has led to this decision, and a higher court can decidedifferently on that. Do you understand that as well?
NIELSEN:Yes, sir.
DURBIN:OK. The point I want to get back to from Lindsey Graham. There are many things we cantalk about, I'm going to, just in a minute or two, address one issue. We are talking about twophases. That's what the president said on Tuesday of last week. We believe, SenatorGraham and I, and many others, there are lots of big issues involving immigration involvingsecurity. But we also believe there's a sense of urgency and immediacy to dealing withDACA and to doing it -- doing it in a fashion where the president's checklist of four items areincluded. That's why we've brought forward this bipartisan approach.
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So, I just urge my colleagues on both sides of the aisle, join with us in bringing this matterforward this week. We -- we know. I think we know the parameters of what we arediscussing and we should act with that sense of urgency.One of the things on your must have list which you passed out on Tuesday, and havebrought to us again today in a different form, relates to asylum protection. And you use theexample of a child at the border being coached to use the words credible fear and thattriggers a certain reaction. But I would like to call your attention to something that, I hope,can add another perspective.It's an article entitled, "When Deportation is a Death Sentence". It was written by SarahStillman, published in the New Yorker. I want you to read it. I hope you'll read it. Because ittalks about what happens when the agents who are involved in this don't ask the rightquestion, don't hear the answer and send many women back to their death and they gothrough cataloguing where that occurred.There is a requirement, as I understand it, in the CBP manual that before deportation aperson must be asked, do you have any fear or concern about being returned to your homecountry or being removed from the United States? Would you be harmed if you return? Andthat the agent asking the question has no authority to evaluate the validity of that fear,instead if the answer is in the affirmative, they are referred to an asylum officer. Is that yourunderstanding as well?
NIELSEN:Yes, sir.
DURBIN:OK. They are then told in the same manual, err on the side of caution, apply the criteriongenerously. Yet, it turns out, an ACLU report in 2014, now this is before your time, foundthat 55 percent of those who were stopped and questioned were not asked that critical
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question. And that, of those who ended up saying, affirmatively, they were concerned, only40 percent were protected and allowed to stay.It's -- it's known, I'm thinking, and I hope you'll concede, asylum seekers are not entitled tolawyers. Children as young as 3-years of age have been asked to represent themselves. Witha lawyer in the process, someone seeking asylum has five times the likelihood that they'll beallowed to stay in the United States. So when you get into the area of asylum and makingthis quicker, you also run the risk that you're sending people to their death.I am not exaggerating because we know the Central American countries have,unfortunately, the highest murder rates in the world. And the gang activity down there thatwe fear coming to the United States is rampant down there. How would you balance that?How would you address those two concerns?
NIELSEN:Well, I'd -- I would look at them separately. First of all, I do look forward to reading thisarticle and certainly to see what we have done since 2014 to ensure that the manual andthose questions are asked and are followed-up on appropriately. We have a duty to protectthose who are in fear of their life. I stand very firmly on that. So I'm happy to work with youif there's anything else we could do or it's not clear, we need to do both of those.
DURBIN:Thank you. I'll just conclude by saying refugee and asylum officers have a dual mission,according to one of their own who stated this. Identify people who aren't refugees and whojust might harm us, but also to identify and protect real refugees. Would you agree withthat?
NIELSEN:Absolutely.
DURBIN:
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Thank you. Thank you, Madam Chair.
FEINSTEIN:Thank you. Senator Coons is next, for 10 minutes.
COONS:Thank you, Madam Chair.Thank you, Madam Secretary. Thank you for your service and thank you for your answers toso many questions today. I want to cover some ground that's already been touched on and,in a few places, open some new questions, if I might.Like so many of us, I've had the opportunity to meet with DREAMers, both in my homeState of Delaware where quite a few are attending Delaware State University, but also in thehallway here, both before and during this hearing. Did I hear correctly, you have yet to meetwith any DREAMers?
NIELSEN:We've met with many of the associations. We've met with many members of Congress. But Ipersonally have not, to my knowledge, met with a DREAMer. No, sir.
COONS:I just find it a compelling circumstance, an opportunity to hear from them about how theycame to this country, what their concerns are, and what sort of pressures they're under aswe wait to find a bipartisan path towards resolving this situation. And I won't go through it indetail. We've heard from Senators Graham and Durbin today, I think, a compellingsummary of how they've reached a responsible compromise where each side has given, andwhere we should be ready to move forward on a bipartisan compromise to address DACA. Ithink it's urgent we do so.
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We on this committee have heard from a bipartisan group of former secretaries ofHomeland Security that we cannot wait until March to fix DACA. They say, quote, "Therealistic deadline for successfully establishing a DREAMer program in time to prevent large-scale loss of work authorization is actually mid-January." Do you agree with SecretariesChertoff, Napolitano, and Johnson, that implementing a successful program by the WhiteHouse's self-imposed March 5th deadline, requires at least 45 days of lead time?
NIELSEN:What I would hope is that I -- we could work with Congress to address that. As long as we arefinding a permanent solution for that population, it would seem to me, through law we canadjust any timelines we need to, to ensure that they can continue to work.
COONS:So the administration would be open to delaying further its self-imposed March 5thdeadline?
NIELSEN:Well, if we are finding a permanent solution, in part of that, we can adjust the timelines.But, no, as I had testified earlier, the administration itself is not looking to extend the March5th deadline upon a determination it's unconstitutional.
COONS:Well, I think there remains real urgency. And the reason for meeting with DREAMers andhearing from them is to get a clearer sense of how it's impacting their lives.
NIELSEN:And, sir, if I could -- I -- I cannot stress how strong I feel about finding a permanent solutionfor this population. So I'm happy to work with you and anyone in days and minutes that
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follow this hearing, to do just that. So I -- I do feel the urgency. I think we owe it to them andwe owe it to the American people and our ideals to find a solution.
COONS:Thank you, Madam Secretary. As for the travel ban, we're now on the third version ofPresident Trump's travel ban which blocks individuals from certain countries, primarilyMuslim-majority countries from entering the United States. And I have joined more than100 of my colleagues in the House and the Senate in filing a series of amicus briefs or amicibriefs, that have challenged these different travel bans. Do you agree that citizenship is anunlikely indicator of terrorism threat, as a draft DHS report recently concluded?
NIELSEN:I -- if you're talking about the Section 11 Report, what we found, unfortunately, is that 73percent of those convicted of international terrorism-related charges were foreign-born. So,in that case, that is an indicator.
COONS:Foreign-born, yet, what has been at issue in a number of these challenges is the correlationbetween foreign-born and the specific nations that have been identified for the developmentof this travel ban. I'll just remind you that we -- we continue, those of us who havechallenged it in court, to see a lack of clear correlation between risk to the United States andthe nations that are identified.Let me move on, if I could, to the incidents in Charlottesville. A May 2017 joint intelligencebulletin from DHS and the FBI concluded that, quote, "White Supremacist ExtremismPoses a Persistent Threat of Lethal Violence" close quote. Do you know whether DHS issueda warning to state and local law enforcement authorities before the deadly attack inCharlottesville? That the Unite the Right rally could -- could turn violent and, from thisassessment, was expected to likely become violent?
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NIELSEN:I am not aware. No, sir.
COONS:So my concern here is that there were reports several days before the event, where DHS wasclear that an escalating series of clashes had created a potential powder keg. And a failure tonotify state and local law enforcement may have prevented them from being fully preparedto confront this latest episode of white supremacist extremism. Have you personally briefedthe President on the threat of violent white supremacist movements within the UnitedStates?
NIELSEN:What we've talked about, generally, is terrorism and violence in all its forms. As a part ofthat, yes, we have briefed at a high level the instances that we know. The FBI -- as you know-- and the Department of Justice is also very involved in that topic.
COONS:And is it your sense that the President places a sufficiently high priority on being preparedfor and responding to white supremacist violence, among the various threats to securitywithin the United States?
NIELSEN:I believe that he has been clear that he abhors violence in any -- any form that it might take. Ithink at DHS, we need to continue to do more, not only to ensure that the state and localofficials have the information they need, but to be able to provide the warning signs, thewhat are we looking for, how do we know as this starts to occur within a community, whatmore can we do, and we're looking at that now.
COONS:
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Well, thank you.
COONS:As a member of the committee and the co-chair of the law enforcement caucus, I welcomeopportunities to hear from you about how you think -- understand and respond tounacceptable incidents of violence that are rooted in white supremist thinking.I also think it's important that all elected leaders send messages that make it clear howunacceptable these practices and attitudes are within the United States, rather than winkingat them or inflaming them.I'm a member of the Senator Foreign Relations Committee as well as this committee, whichjust released a minority report on Vladimir Putin's assault on our democracy. And inparticular, actions outside the United States; actions around the world to interfere withelections among our vital Western allies and its implications for U.S. National Security.The report notes that Russian intelligence actually circulated a fake U.S. Department ofHomeland Security assessment that the 2016 U.S. election was not a victim of cyberattacks.What's the president's strategy, what's the department's strategy, for countering theKremlin's disinformation operations like this one, which can be significantly misleading toAmericans who are trying to better understand what happened and what may happen?
NIELSEN:It's a very serious issue, first of all, so let's underscore that. Anything that in any wayinterferes with the integrity of our election system should be taken very, very seriously. TheState Department, as you know, as part of a strategy to address a whole variety of issuesboth positive and negative with our relationship with Russia, continues to look at this issue.As you know, it's a balance. We have to find the ways to target our reaction that will have theeffect of having them reduce their specific actions. So we have to find the way in which bestto do that. But it will continue to be a priority in terms of conversations and certainly, from a
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DHS perspective, we're looking at a variety of ways to do that just in our generalconversations with the private sector; how can they ensure that the information they'reproviding is, in fact, accurate? Whether it be about elections or something else.
COONS:The report actually recommends that the president establish an interagency fusion cellmodeled on the National Counterterrorism Center to coordinate the United States'response to Russia's influence operations. Is that something you'd endorse?
NIELSEN:Not familiar with it, but I'd certainly be happy to look at it. It will take all of government tobe able to fight this, so.
COONS:It will. And I must say, in response to questioning by a previous senator, I heard you say thatyou agree that Russia interfered in our 2016 presidential election. You agree that that is theunanimous conclusion of our intelligence community and that given that, they're likely tointerfere with our next elections in 2018. Did I hear that correctly?
NIELSEN:They certainly will try.
COONS:And, Madam Secretary, I'm very encouraged to hear you say that so clearly, because bluntly,for us to be prepared and for us to work together and for us to defend our democracyrequires clarity about what happened. Can you offer any understanding for me aboutwhether it undermines your leadership in this role to have a president who repeatedlychanges the subject, suggests this didn't happen...(CROSSTALK)
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BLUMENTHAL:...suggests it somehow is Democrats complaining about the outcome of the election...(CROSSTALK)
BLUMENTHAL:... or suggests that it's a misleading witch hunt...(CROSSTALK)
COONS:... for us to continue to try and understand what happened in 2016 and to prepare to defendour own democracy from a likely repeated attempt by Russia or other adversaries in 2018?
NIELSEN:I do think that clarity is important and I do think that we all need to work together to be veryclear what specifically happened and how to prevent it in the future.
COONS:Is it at all puzzling to you that the president hasn't been in the lead in defending ourdemocracy from these attacks?
NIELSEN:I'm not sure I would agree with the characterization, but I do think we need to do more andthat's certainly my intent and the Department of Homeland Security's perspective.
COONS:Last question. This month, President Trump disbanded the Commission on ElectionIntegrity, citing the opposition of many states and ongoing legal challenges. And he
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subsequently tweeted that he asked the Department of Homeland Security to review theseissues and determine next courses of action.What prior experience does the Department of Homeland Security have in investigatingallegations of voter fraud?
NIELSEN:So, voter fraud, as I mentioned earlier, is a large topic. The part that DHS plays, we'relooking at the integrity of the cyber systems. We'll continue to work with state localities onthat. We also do have a program where states come to us with concern about illegalimmigrants voting in a federal election. It's purely voluntary, if they ask us to look to see ifsome of their voters have the right to vote, we do that in a system that we currently have.So those would be the type of roles. Other than that, we're just working with state and localsto ensure if there's anything they need with respect to their infrastructure or systems,working with the secretaries of state, that we can provide that.
GRASSLEY:Senator Leahy?
COONS:Thank you. Madam Secretary, I'm convinced that we face a genuine threat to our nextelection and I think it's important that our president speak clearly about this and I'm gratefulfor the opportunity to work with you to try and both resolve our pressing challenges inimmigration and in finding a reasonable compromise on immigration law to protectDREAMers. But also, more importantly, to protect our democracy, itself, in the nextelection. I think both are important issues for our nation going forward.Thank you for your testimony.
GRASSLEY:
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Senator Leahy?
LEAHY:I was watching on the questions and answers, and I was thinking several months ago theDHS inspector general completed a report on the implementation of President Trump'stravel ban. Inspector general asked for it to be released, but it's still being kept secret. Whyhaven't you released this report?
NIELSEN:Sir, as I understand it, that's part of ongoing discussions with the I.G. There is no issue withrespect to issuing the report. What's at issue...
LEAHY:Doesn't the American public have a right to know?
NIELSEN:Absolutely. But some of the information in it is protected by privilege. And we also want tobe sure that employees at the Department of Homeland Security have the ability to talk toeach other and in a pre-deliberative (ph) way.
LEAHY:Did the report acknowledge that certain DHS officials acted in violation of federal courtorders by preventing some people from boarding flights to the United States?
NIELSEN:It does draw a conclusion that is similar to what you're characterizing, but unfortunately thatparticular conclusion is mistaken. We were looking at a population whose visas had beenrevoked from. So from a DHS perspective, we cannot allow entrance if a visa is revoked.
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LEAHY:So no DSA -- or no DHS, rather, officials acted in violation of the federal court order bypreventing people from boarding flights to the U.S.? That did not happen?
NIELSEN:No, sir. We complied in a timely manner. We also complied with the court orders.
LEAHY:So the inspector general is wrong when he -- if he says that there is a violation of federalcourt orders by preventing passengers who boarded flights to the U.S.?
NIELSEN:Unfortunately, there is two parts of the coin here. By law we have to follow executive orders.By law we have to follow court orders. We cannot take a court order and decide not tocomply with any part of the executive order, whether or not...
LEAHY:Let's just take the court order. Did certain DHS officials...
NIELSEN:We complied with all court orders.
LEAHY:You do, OK.Now the report you released this morning, there has been a lot of press on it, but it doesn'tanswer a lot of questions. The 402 foreign-born individuals convicted of terrorism, was thatterrorism exclusively in the United States? Or was it terrorist acts abroad? Or were theyarrested abroad and brought to the U.S. for trial?
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NIELSEN:It includes all of that, I believe, sir, and it is detailed in the report.They had to be annexus (ph) to the United States, so (inaudible) ...
LEAHY:Well, the report -- the report says exactly which countries they had come from?
NIELSEN:I don't believe it says which countries, no, sir. But it does talk about what that population ofconvictions (inaudible) ...
LEAHY:But you're going to get me the list of how many ...
NIELSEN:The breakdown.
LEAHY:... were here in the United States for years, how many came from abroad, how many were --committed acts elsewhere? I know you have to go back through -- most of them wereprosecuted by either the Bush Administration or the Obama Administration. But I'd like toknow how it's broken down.
NIELSEN:Yes, sir.
LEAHY:
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Now, earlier this month, CBP issued a derivative -- a directive on searching electronicdevices at the border, including at airports.It says they have the right to thumb through travelers' phones and other electronics, withoutany basis for suspicion. They can demand a pass code to unlock it. And they can keep thedevice if they don't get this pass code, without any probable cause, without any basis orsuspicion.So I want to make sure I understand this. I live an hour's drive from the Canadian border. If Igo to Canada and visit some of my wife's relatives, and I come back, you can -- and I drive upin my Vermont license plate car, and it's easy to remember it; it has license plate "1".I pop in (ph) and they say we want your -- your laptop and your phone and your pass code.And I say, well, do you have any reason? They say, we don't need one, is that correct? Theycan do that?
NIELSEN:There ...
LEAHY:I -- I understand they might not with me, but they can do that, is that correct?
NIELSEN:They can search the data that is apparent on the phone. They can't use the phone to accessanything that might be stored remotely.
LEAHY:Well, they can demand the resident unlock their phone or laptop, then search through itscontents.
NIELSEN:
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Through the content on the phone.
LEAHY:And the contents might be on the Cloud, which is remote.
NIELSEN:No, they -- actually, sir, if I could, they will actually ask the person, in the 100th of 1 percentcases in which this occur, they will ask the person to disconnect the phone from thenetwork. In unusual circumstances, if the person is not able to do that, the CBP official will.But it actually prevents pulling down any data from the Cloud.
LEAHY:They can -- they can require their pass code and all, without any probable cause, if theywant, according to the directive they have. Is that correct?
NIELSEN:Yes.
LEAHY:Boy, ...
NIELSEN:Probable cause, though is -- let's just be clear ...
LEAHY:(Inaudible) (CROSSTALK) ...
NIELSEN:... it has to be a -- there has to be a reason. There has to be a reasonable suspicion ...
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LEAHY:Welcome to America.
NIELSEN:... probable cause, then allows them to of course look into other things. But, again, we'retalking about 1 100th of 1 percent.
LEAHY:I don't care what it is, welcome to America. Incidentally, and I will be asking this questionwhen you come before the Appropriations Committee, I've been trying to get answers fromDHS about the hiring and retention issues at the Law Enforcement Support Center inWilliston, Vermont. Please have your staff give us some understanding of that. I want toknow -- I realize I'm going slightly over my time here. I want to know where the Federaldollars that we have voted for, and being assigned where they're going, because we can'tseem to find out.And as your budget comes before my -- the committee where I'm Vice Chairman, I'm goingto want to know the answers to that. And I want to know how quickly DHS and CBP willwork with the Canadian government on preclearance.
NIELSEN:On the Williston, Vermont issue, I'd be happy to provide that. I'm actually going to Canadaon Thursday, as my first international trip. We'll be talking about a variety of issues, but ofcourse including preclearance.So, I'm happy to get back to you after that meeting and let you know what the path forwardis.
LEAHY:
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OK, well please -- please let me know. But on the Williston one, we have been trying, andtrying, and trying to get an answer. Frankly, I've been trying to be very helpful, but I don'twant to vote more money unless we know what to expect.
NIELSEN:We will follow up, sir.
LEAHY:Thank you.
NIELSEN:Absolutely.
GRASSLEY:Senator -- you weren't on the list, but if you want a second round, you're next up.
BLUMENTHAL:Thank you, Mr. Chairman.Thank you, again, Madam Secretary.I want to emphasize how important the Special Counsel investigation of Russian meddlingand collusion and possible obstruction of justice is. And I welcome your constructive andpositive attitude toward that investigation.I hope you'll talk to the president and ask him to agree with you that it isn't a witch hunt, itisn't a hoax. It has to be supported. Political interference, as you put it, on any side, isabhorrent.On the question that we all want to move on from, which is that meeting on Thursday, Iheard Senator Graham make reference to a tape. He, I believe, said that on the issue of
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whether or not the president used the word "love", we'll have to check the tape. Are you ...
NIELSEN:Oh, I'm sorry, the -- yes, sorry, now I know what you are referencing. That was the Tuesdaymeeting he was referencing the one that was publicly aired. So I think he was saying to goback to the tape, because that was on the -- that was on the news.
BLUMENTHAL:You're not aware of any tape of the Thursday meeting?
NIELSEN:I am not. No, sir.
BLUMENTHAL:Have you spoken to others about that meeting who might recall what words were used?
NIELSEN:I actually have not. I haven't spoken to Senators Cotton or Purdue or Leader McCarthy,others who were there. I have not.
BLUMENTHAL:How about anyone in the White House?
NIELSEN:No.
BLUMENTHAL:Have you discussed that meeting?
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NIELSEN:No, sir.
BLUMENTHAL:Let me talk about the compromise that Senators Durbin and Graham have helped to lead.You mentioned that you had not seen anything before that meeting reduced to writing.You're aware that there is a summary now in writing?
NIELSEN:I do not have -- I personally do not have it. I would love to have it.
BLUMENTHAL:I have a copy of it.
NIELSEN:OK.
BLUMENTHAL:I don't believe that it is classified. But you have security clearance and I think, you wouldagree, it is the only bipartisan deal in town right now, correct?
NIELSEN:There is a bill that I understand was introduced in the House. It has not been voted on, asyou know. But there is a Goodlatte, McCaw bill as well.
BLUMENTHAL:That's not bipartisan.
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NIELSEN:I -- I -- like I said, it hasn't been voted on, so I ...
BLUMENTHAL:Well, it has no bipartisan sponsorship, correct?
NIELSEN:Understood.
BLUMENTHAL:So, if we're going to reach a deal by the end of the week, we ought to be working with thisdeal, correct?
NIELSEN:And my staff continues to do that, yes.
BLUMENTHAL:And no one is going to get everything they want at this stage, correct?
NIELSEN:Correct.
BLUMENTHAL:Let me move on to, again, Puerto Rico, and ask you; in past crises there have beenagreements between FEMA and the Department of Housing and Urban Development.You made reference to HUD earlier in terms of HUD carrying out FEMA's IndividualAssistance Program. Why have FEMA and HUD not reached such agreement?
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NIELSEN:With respect to housing?
BLUMENTHAL:Correct.
NIELSEN:Yes. So, we were -- a couple -- a couple reasons. One, we have some requests, as you know,that might come through the supplemental, or when the budget gets passed. So some of it ismoney that HUD needs to be able to implement its program. But, generally speaking, theroles and -- and the rules between the departments are very clear.They're in the national disaster recovery framework and they're spelled out there in terms ofthe transitional period between response moving through to recovery.
BLUMENTHAL:But they have to enter into an interagency agreement. It's customary for your agency andHUD to do so. We're more than three months after the hurricane and there is no suchagreement here. I hope that you will reach this agreement because so far, only 350,000 ofthe one million applications for assistance in individual disaster relief have been approvedby FEMA and HUD could be a really partner, correct?
NIELSEN:Happy to look into that.
BLUMENTHAL:Would you agree with me that the relief package is essential in meeting Puerto Rico's needs?The House has allocated, I believe, $81 billion, but none of it targeted to Puerto Rico.Would you agree that money has to be specifically allocated to Puerto Rico?
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NIELSEN:The governor continues to be clear what he believes he needs for his state to recover. I don'thave those figures in front of me but yes.
BLUMENTHAL:Well, he has said he needs $94 billion in my visits. He has a lot of evidence in support for it.Let me just finish by asking you -- it's a simple question -- can you commit that the policieson sensitive locations, that there will be no enforcement operations at churches, hospitals,schools, courts will be rigorously followed by both CBP and ICE?
NIELSEN:Yes, sir with one exception. In the courthouse, not all of the courthouse is consideredsensitive location. Part of the courthouse is a controlled area. We will not target victims inthat area. But it is controlled. It is much safer for my officers to pick up a criminal in thatenvironment.But with respect to the 2012 list that continues to exist today, yes, you have mycommitment, we will not enforce in those locations.
BLUMENTHAL:And would you respond to my letters regarding...
NIELSEN:Yes.
BLUMENTHAL:...those failure (inaudible).
NIELSEN:
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Yes, sir. Yes, sir.
BLUMENTHAL:Thank you.
GRASSLEY:Senator Hirono.
HIRONO:Thank you.Madam Secretary, how would it be possible for someone who entered this country throughthe visa lottery program and who was a legal permanent resident, but had not yet gotten hisU.S. citizenship to be responsible for sponsoring 23 other people for visas in the space ofseven years?
NIELSEN:As an LPR, you have the ability to sponsor.
HIRONO:Is it possible to sponsor 23 others in a span of seven years? Let me put this into context.Because President Trump has been very vocal about the diversity lottery program as well asthe chain migration and he cited numerous times at the meeting that I was at in the WhiteHouse on Thursday about a horrible terror attack, which happened on the West SideHighway in New York City.And several times, he mentioned that the attacker who was admitted through the diversityvisa program was responsible for 23 other immigrants entering the U.S. So I would like toget the factual basis for the president's assertion that this person has managed to bring in 23other people into the country.
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Because this is what the president repeated many times. Can you -- do have that informationor can you get that information?
NIELSEN:I don't have it in front of me. I'm happy to provide it. As you know, there's no ceiling on thenumber of people -- to my knowledge, there's no ceiling on the number of people that youcan sponsor. But happy to provide you the information requested.
HIRONO:There seems to be this -- this misconception about so-called chain migration that,somehow, someone can bring in an entire family tree, which includes just about anybodyyou can think of. And that is not how migration works. Because you have different groupingsof family members that can come in under that kind of system.So I would really like to get the factual basis for what the president was asserting as -- as tothis particular immigrant who came to this country. Somehow, I don't think that there is afactual basis. So turning to unaccompanied minors, who are apprehended at the border andwho are released to HHS, you stated that -- and they do have to show up for theirdeportation hearings.You said that 90 percent of them do not show up?
NIELSEN:Yes, ma'am. And not just to deportation hearings per se, but just to their initial hearing...
HIRONO:Any kind of hearings? (ph)
NIELSEN:...before they -- yes.
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HIRONO:So the -- the statistics from the Executive Office of Immigration Review shows that the vastmajority of children do show up and almost every child who has legal representation doesshow up. So I cosponsored a bill introduced by Senator Reed last Congress, and amintroducing it again this Congress, that would require the government to appoint counsel tounaccompanied children coming across our border.And we know that there are children as young as three and four and I -- I have been toimmigration court where there these young children. It is very true that if they areaccompanied by a lawyer, that they are more likely to succeed in their request for asylum orwhatever, the -- they refugee status.So if you would -- if you would like to see all the children return for the hearings, don't youagree that providing counsel is a good way to that -- to do that?
NIELSEN:We have a duty to protect the children that come here, ma'am. So I'm happy to work withyou and look at the proposal.
HIRONO:I think one of the ways is to ensure that they be provided counsel, because you can hardlyexpect four, five, six year old children to be able to represent themselves in theseproceedings. I want to turn to the priorities -- the deportation priorities that you have.And you indicated that those who have final orders of -- for removal, even those people whohave not been convicted of any criminal -- no criminal convictions, that they may have afinal orders of removal. And many of them -- a number of them have received waivers fromyour department, waivers against deportation.So, you know, nobody's arguing that we should not be deporting people with criminalconvictions but do you consider that anyone who has a deportation order, regardless of what
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the basis for that order was and where waivers have been granted in the past should not belooked at and provided waivers?Because we know of examples of -- in Hawaii, there was a coffee farmer who had married anAmerican citizen, who had American children, who was deported. And he had received anumber of waivers. So is it not within the authority of your department to grant thesewaivers?
NIELSEN:Ma'am, we look at each case on a case-by-case basis. What I was trying to assert before andI'll reassert now is we can't ignore the law. So if they've gone through all of the courts,they've exhausted all possible appeals and they have a final order removal, we will remove...
HIRONO:There are a number of people with final orders of removal who have had waivers of theirdeportation. Is it not within the authority of your department to grant these waivers?
NIELSEN:We look at them case-by-case.
HIRONO:Yes or no. Do you have the -- you have the authority to grant the waivers?
NIELSEN:In some cases, yes.
HIRONO:Yes, you do. Thank you.
GRASSLEY:
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Senator Booker, before you talk, we've got -- I -- I said I had to quit around 2:00. Maybe it'smore like 2:10. So I've got you and Harris. Senator Coons, do you want five minutes? That's15, so I hope that we can -- that nobody else comes in here, because I'd like to get myquestions in.Go ahead, Senator Booker.
BOOKER:After I speak, I can Katie (ph) bar the door if you'd like me too, sir.
GRASSLEY:Go ahead, OK thank you. I'll -- I'll trust you.
BOOKER:Thank you sir. Well, just real quick, the -- I, like you, agree that dangerous criminals, weshould get them out of our country, but when you say that bucket of criminals, you're talkingabout people that could be low level crimes from a decade ago. That still counts as acriminal, correct?
NIELSEN:The ones that we target are criminal offenses, in other words, there are some civil offensesthat would not fall within our top tier prioritization.
BOOKER:But -- but it's a felony for marijuana possession, say, that somebody might have done 10, 15years ago. That's a -- that's a criminal in your definition.
NIELSEN:Yes sir, yes sir.
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BOOKER:And that person would be prioritized for deportation?
NIELSEN:One of however many we agree on are here illegally, 11 million, yes.
BOOKER:OK, you said earlier, and this might be a question for the record, because I know you weren'tin your position at this time, but you said earlier that the customs border patrol follows courtorders, correct?
NIELSEN:Yes, sir.
BOOKER:And so I had a personal experience with this last year when I went to Dulles Airport duringthe first iteration of the Muslim ban, there was a -- there was a temporary injunction from afederal judge, requiring the customs and border patrol to provide individuals effected by theexecutive order access to counsel.I was called to go up there because they were refusing to abide by that and provide counselfor those individuals. This was a question for the record, would you please explain to me -- Iwas there myself, they refused to even talk to me or discuss it as I was holding the courtorder to let the people being detained.Could you please, for the record -- I have yet to get an understanding of why customs andborder patrol was refusing to abide by a court order.
NIELSEN:I'd be happy to look into that.
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BOOKER:Thank you very much. On December 1st, 2017, Department of Homeland Security's officeof Inspector General released a detail of report detailing the results of on and out spotinspections of six ICE detention facilities.I'm sure this is a yes question, but you believe in the dignity of all human beings, correct?
NIELSEN:Absolutely.
BOOKER:And that they should be treated with a certain level that respects that dignity and affirmsyour humanity. Well, the Inspector General's report raised serious questions regarding thetreatment and the care of ICE detainees.The report stated, and I quote, we identified problems that undermine the protection ofdetainee's rights, their humane treatment and the provision of a safe and healthyenvironment. In light of this administration's highly aggressive posture towards theimmigrant community, and putting people into these facilities, it's very troubling to me thatyour own Inspector General would have a report detailing the United States of Americatreating others in an inhumane manor that's an assault to their dignity.And so can you affirm to me that you're aware of this report?
NIELSEN:I am aware of this report, yes sir.
BOOKER:And then what actions are you taking right now to address the concerns?
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NIELSEN:First of all, looking into both the recommendations and the facts provided, as you mightknow, the Homeland Security Advisory Counsel did its own review independently for thedepartment just a year ago, over a year ago I guess at this point, on detention centers.I'd like to look at the recommendations from both to address any issues that remain, andcertainly any concerns of inhumane treatment.
BOOKER:OK, and so you're saying that you're going to try and implement the recommendations ofthe report, can you give me some kind of timeline or show us (ph) and -
NIELSEN:I'm happy to come and brief you myself, sir. I have not had an opportunity to understand thedepth of any changes that might be necessary, or whether the facts -- I just need moreinformation, as you said it just came out in December.So I'd be happy to do that.
BOOKER:I'm really grateful, and I will take you up on that offer. On September 11th, right after theattacks, the federal government created a -- I know you -- the NSEER System, the NationalSecurity Entry and Exit Registration System.The program requires non-citizen Visa holders from certain countries to register with thefederal government. The registration process included finger printing, photo -- phototaking, interrogations. Once an individual was registered, NSEERS required the person toregularly check in with immigration officials.And finally, NSEERS monitors people who registered with the program to ensure that noone remained in the country longer than the law permitted them. Notably, the only people
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who had to register for the list were from Muslim countries with the exception of NorthKorea.And so, I'm wondering, do you believe that it is legal in keeping with the values of ourcountry and trying in our (ph) constitution to force people from Muslim nations to registertheir presence in the United States?
NIELSEN:Based on the fact that they're Muslim, absolutely not.
BOOKER:And I've introduced legislation trying to prevent that kind of registry from being createdthrough NSEERS, is that something that you'd be willing to commit to making sure that doesnot happen in terms of creating something akin to a Muslin registry?
NIELSEN:Yes.
BOOKER:Thank you.
HARRIS:Thank you.I think you would agree that all federal agencies, in fact all government agencies, havelimited resources to perform their duties and responsibilities, and have to make prioritiestherefore about where they will use the limited resources and prioritize based on whateverthey perceive to be their mission.Your testimony before the Homeland Security Committee, which I am a member, onNovember 8th, you -- I asked you if you agreed with what your predecessor Secretary Kelly
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at the time, said which is that in terms of enforcement priorities, there has to be somethingelse, we're operating more or less at the other end of the spectrum in terms of the range ofoffenses for which you can detain, and he said and we're operating more or less at the otherend of the spectrum, and that is criminals, multiple convictions, he said.I asked you that, and I quoted that, you said yes I agree, we should prioritize criminals andany others that we are concerned may present a national security concern. I asked youwhether the definition of criminals would include people who have violated the law in termsof the violation of the penal code.And I asked you to urge -- I urged you to consider those as the definition of a criminal. Yousaid, quote, yes, so the criminal -- the criminally -- criminality that I would be talking about,with respect to enforcement priority, is above and beyond the original illegal entry.The Washington Post reported in September of this past year, a three fold increase in arrestsof non criminals by your agency. You also, in addition, apparently have changed the waythat you report data in your department, and in the past, ICE would provide data brokendown by individuals who committed the most serious offenses.And, however, this year, you're report has lumped all criminal offenses and convictionstogether so you have combined serious crimes with traffic offenses. I would urge you torecall and review your testimony before a Senate Committee only a couple of months ago,where you at that point, in seeking confirmation of this United States Senate, indicated thatyou saw a difference between criminal offenses, felonies, and those who have entered thecountry illegally.For example, I would ask you to consider the case U.C. Berkeley student Luis Mora, whoremains in DHS custody, I believe as of today, but was apprehended on January 4th. Hecame to this country as a child, he is a political science major, he volunteers at his church, hewas the winner of the San Diego Union-Tribune's Young Latino Champion Award, andtoday's the first day of instruction at U.C. Berkeley for their Spring semester, and instead ofbeing in class he is in ICE custody, at the Otay Mesa Detention Center.
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Madam secretary, I would ask you to consider the previous comments you have made to acommittee about your priorities regarding enforcement. Take a look at this case anddetermine whether he in fact fits what you have indicated before in your priorities. Becauseif you stand by your previous testimony, he does not.
NIELSEN:I stand by my testimony. I am happy to look into the facts. I can't -- not prepared to testify tothem today because I'm not aware of them.
HARRIS:I appreciate if you'll look into the facts. Thank you for that.During a January 4th, 2018 interview on Fox news ICE agency Acting Director Homan saidhe asked the Justice Department to, quote, "Look into criminal charges for elected officialswith sanctuary policies, as they are harboring illegal aliens, according to 8-USC 1324." Thiscomment was specifically about California elected officials after the enactment of theCalifornia Values Act. My question is whether DHS is currently working with the JusticeDepartment to bring section 8-USC 1324 charges or any criminal charges against state orlocal officials.
NIELSEN:I believe the request was made. The Department of Justice is reviewing what avenues mightbe available. The context of this is of course not only putting my ICE officers at risk but alsofinding an efficient and effective way to enforce our immigration laws.
HARRIS:So, you are aware of cases in which this code will be used to criminally charge electedofficials?
NIELSEN:
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I am not aware of any cases, no ma'am. I believe it was just a request to look into it.
HARRIS:And was that a request to from your department?
NIELSEN:Yes.
HARRIS:At your confirmation hearing, you committed that you would report to Congress withinthree months about what you have done to address the OIG's November 3rd report which isentitled, Major Management and Performance Challenges Facing the Department ofHomeland Security. Are you prepared to keep that commitment which would be March 5?
NIELSEN:Yes, ma'am
HARRIS:Last week, the White House disbanded the controversial Election Integrity Commissionbecause -- without finding widespread evidence of voter fraud. Following it's disbandingChris Kovach said claimed he would "be working closely with DHS and the White House onthis issue." And my question -- my final question Mr. Chairman -- could you please specify,does Mr. Kovach have an advisory role or any role at DHS on this matter or any othermatter?
NIELSEN:He does not have an advisory role. He is as you know a secretary of state. We're workingwith all of the secretaries of state to ensure the integrity of our systems but, no, he does nothave any advisory, informal or formal role.
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HARRIS:Thank you.
GRASSLEY:Senator Coons?
COONS:Thank you, Chairman Grassley.Thank you, Madam Secretary, for a chance to continue questioning you on some of theissues I've raised previously and a few additional.First, about conditions of detention. On September 26 last year the ACLU filed a complaintasking DHS to investigate 10 cases of pregnant women who were held for weeks atdetention facilities in California and Texas despite a memo signed by Acting DirectorHoman last year barring the practice "absent extraordinary circumstances or therequirement of mandatory detention." I also raised this in person with then Acting DirectorHoman.The complaint by ACLU alleges at least two of these women miscarried while in ICEdetention centers because of insufficient healthcare support during detention. How manypregnant women are currently in ICE detention centers and what has DHS done to ensurethey get the healthcare they need?
NIELSEN:Sir, I can't give you the number, but the guidance that you referenced by Acting DirectorHoman goes into quite some detail about the provisions and support that ICE detentioncenters would provide. Many of the instances I believe that have been in the press areactually in our sister agency related to HHS. So, we're working with HHS as well to ensurethat the policies are aligned.
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COONS:Thank you. The administration sought in this year's budget proposal, F.Y. '18 that we'renow well into, to cut funding for the Port Security Grant Program by half from $100 millionto $50 million. And I understand there's a proposal being discussed to cut it even further to36 million. Needless to say, this program's important to a number of ports on the DelawareRiver.My home state is Delaware. Why do you think it's prudent to significantly reduceinvestments in port security?
NIELSEN:What I believe, sir, is that we -- what we did, what the administration did, was look at all ofthe grant programs across the board from a risk basis. There are other risks that we need toaddress so it's more of an allocation issue. It's not to say there isn't a risk at the ports. As youknow, the Coast Guard continues to be very involved, as do other parts of DHS and thegovernment that help with the security of the ports.
COONS:In April, Senator Rubio and I introduced the Counterterrorism and Screening AssistanceAct. And there is a companion in the House. It would strengthen the ability of our allies andpartners around the world to track terrorist and foreign fighter travel, in particular. It directsDHS to provide appropriate versions of custom and border protections, global travel,targeting and analysis systems, software, and other systems to foreign partnergovernments.And it also authorizes DHS to provide excess nonlethal equipment, supplies, training toforeign governments to further U.S. Homeland Security interests. Does DHS support thesegoals? And, in your understanding, would it support the passage of this bill?
NIELSEN:
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To prevent foreign fighters from coming to the United States, absolutely. Yes, sir. We'd lookforward to working with you on it.
COONS:We appreciate your engagement on that. About four months ago, Hurricane Maria slammedinto the island of Puerto Rico and both the U.S. Virgin Island. And Puerto Rico particularly,and to some extent, Florida, suffered significant damage, but it was catastrophic for PuertoRico. What's your sense today, four months later, of roughly what percentage the Island haspower and water?
NIELSEN:Well, the power, as you know, goes up and down. We're around 60 percent to 70 percentwater. The story with water's a little better. But there's a lot more that we need to do, sir. It'sgoing to be a road of recovery, we need to continue to work with them.
COONS:And what's your sense of the official death toll in Puerto Rico as a result of Hurricane Maria?
NIELSEN:So, I know they're looking at that. As you know, it's a state and local determination todetermine causation. We've been in close contact with the governor as he does his reviewand assessment. It's an important figure for us all to understand.
COONS:Do you believe your department's response to Hurricane Maria could have been better?
NIELSEN:I believe that we learn lessons as we go. It was an unprecedented response, is what I can tellyou, both from a prepositioning to an immediate response to the men and women who are
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there on the ground now. We had one of the largest surge forces that we've ever had,meaning we had people coming from all parts of government to join with FEMA. But I'mvery anxious to learn the lessons learned and just see how we can do better in the future.
COONS:I'll say, while I'm grateful for the service of those, the United States military and FEMA whoresponded, I think it could have been, and still needs to be, better than it has been. I hearregularly from the Puerto Rican community in Delaware about family members who are stillstranded, and about failures to respond in a way that I would expect Delaware would havereceived or other states on the mainland would have received.And I am gravely disappointed in the response to date and would love to work with you to tryand, as you would put it, learn those lessons but also to strengthen the response. My lastquestion; since November, the department has terminated TPS designations, temporaryprotected status designations, for quite a few countries. If I'm not mistaken, Haiti, thepoorest country in the Western Hemisphere, they've suffered a devastating earthquake. ElSalvador, a country with very high homicide levels; as well as Liberia, Guinea and SierraLeone which suffered near catastrophic civil wars.Our country has long welcomed those seeking refuge from natural disasters and from civilstrife. There was, as has been discussed at great length, an unfortunate meeting last weekwhere the president was reported to have suggested that we don't welcome people fromcertain countries and in particular countries under difficult circumstances.In my experience, some of the greatest Americans have come from countries sufferingthrough difficulties. Alexander Hamilton immigrated here from Nevis. I have been to Haiti,I have been to Liberia and there are Liberian Americans and Haitian Americans in my homestate who make great contributions to our state and our economy and our culture every day.Will you produce the analysis and the input the DHS received from other agencies thatjustify these terminations in TPS status (ph).
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NIELSEN:I'm happy to work with your staff to the extent that some of the information does not belongto me, if you will. I'd have to work with my colleagues to be able to give you an affirmative.But yes I'm happy to walk you through the full analysis.
COONS:Thank you, Madam Secretary, for the answers and, in my view, it is important that we find away working together to both protect our homeland from those threats we both see clearlyyet to do so in a way that reflects and respects the values that have made this a country thathas long been a beacon for human rights and a place that has welcomed refugees and thathas been strengthened by the contributions of immigrants from all of the world.Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
GRASSLEY:Two members left. Me with my second round. I'll have a couple questions and then I'mgoing to go and Senator Flake is going to finish up and he's going to use his 10 minutes.Since October 31st, and that's the terror attack that we had in the United States, call for anend to the Diversity Visa, those calls have increased.As you know, the controversial program functions as a lottery allowing aliens from countrieswith low rates of immigration to the United States a chance to register to submit visaapplication. Due to random selection applicants many have expressed concern with theprogram's susceptibility to fraud.2017 GAO report found that consular officer reported widespread use of fake documents toverify applicant's identity. In addition the state inspection general report found that aliensfrom countries with ties to terrorism were permitted to apply for this visa. In a recentresponse to a letter that I sent asking for a candied assessment of this program the StateDepartment described the document an identify fraud that exists in the application processand the resource intensive method for uncovering it.
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Due to the Diversity Visa Lottery's vulnerability to fraud and abuse it's document use byterrorists do you think the Diversity Visa Lottery Program should be eliminated? Do youthink that this visa program has an increased potential for use by terrorists and criminalsentering the country and receiving status? And the second question is more important thanthe first one.
NIELSEN:Sir, I believe, as you said, it's documented. There's a lot of fraud and abuse in this programand with the 80 plus programs that we have for legal immigration I believe that we can andshould do better for the American people to ensure that those who come here are able tocontribute, willing to contribute and to assimilate into our communities.
GRASSLEY:In regard to sanctuary cities and states, I applaud this administration's efforts to crack downon sanctuary jurisdictions and encourage communities to participate in the 287(g) program.Unfortunately since President Trump took office a number of jurisdictions decided to stophonoring ICE detainer requests.That's dangerous and I worry about the impact an entire state becoming sanctuary will haveon public safety. So, considering that, can you describe the Trump administration ongoingefforts to crack down on sanctuary jurisdictions and what steps you are taking encouragecommunities to cooperate?
NIELSEN:Yes, sir. First of all, as you know, we've asked Congress make clear that the detainerauthority applies and also to provide indemnification from those who want to work with us.This is truly an issue of safety. This is an issue of safety for immigrant communities. It isalso an issue of safety for the officers and men and women of DHS.The safest place to take someone into custody is in a controlled environment which is in thejails after they have committed the crime. The container, as you know, allows for a state and
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local jurisdiction to give us 48 hours notice. It does not have to be that they hold 48 hoursafter.They can give us 48 hours notice and we will come and pick them up in a controlledenvironment which is safer to all of the communities and to my officers.
GRASSLEY:Yes. I think I'll submit the rest of my questions for answer in writing. Thank you for beinghere. And now, Senator Flake for your 10 minutes.
FLAKE:Thank you, Mr. Chairman.Thank you and sorry I may have missed a lot of what is going on. I tried to get some of itcoming in but if I plow old ground, I'm sorry. With regard to, I know, I heard mention of thepresident wanted to get a full $20 billion appropriated for the border wall or wall system.Do we have left over money even from last year, money that has been authorized that hasnot been spent on border infrastructure?
NIELSEN:Sir, the money, as you know, is allocated and there's plans to spend it. So the 20 that thepresident was speaking of is moving into the future in other needs that we've identified.
FLAKE:How quickly, if you moved as fast as fast as you can, could a border structure wall system bebuilt?
NIELSEN:We will build it as fast as we can. As you know, there are a lot of variables that are hard tocount for and not just the land acquisition but the willingness of states and localities to work
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with us.
FLAKE:Right.
NIELSEN:I would just note that California has a blacklisting law that they have proposed which wouldprevent contractors from working with the Department of Homeland Security and if they dothey are not able to get state and local contracts. So, variables such as that are hard for me toaccount for but we will work on it as fast as we can, sir.
FLAKE:I believe I have heard you say we're talking seven years at the soonest that this could be builtand that says nothing of eminent domain issues and litigation in Texas, for example, whereit's almost all private land. Is there any -- do you believe it could be done faster than sevenyears?
NIELSEN:We are certainly looking into it, yes, sir.
FLAKE:If it can't be done in one year, is there any reason for the Congress to appropriate all $20billion for this at this time?
NIELSEN:I think the discussion was around authorization not appropriation. The idea there is if weonly authorized year-by-year there's a question of whether we would have the funds for thenext year. And, as you know, these contracts are quite complicated.
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Being able to know that the money will be there the next year, at least from an authorizationperspective makes quite a difference in terms of efficiency and effectiveness of acquisitionprograms.
FLAKE:Let me drill down a little on what the border wall or wall system actually means. Thepresident is -- some language he's used is, to me, a little confusing. Right after he waselected, I believe he said we're not talking about a fence, we're talking about a wall.And he's talked about a big beautiful wall. I have appreciated what you've said and what hasbeen said recently by the president and others and appreciation that it can't and shouldn't bea 2000 mile wall that the topography simply does not allow it.And -- but I just like to talk about Arizona for a minute. We have over 300 miles of border. Isthere any place in Arizona that you are aware of that has an opaque style wall that somebodywould think of as a wall?
NIELSEN:In terms of planning for future?
FLAKE:No, in terms of current.
NIELSEN:I -- sir, I don't know. I'm happy to get back to you on that.
FLAKE:I can answer some of that. We have had, in the past, through some of the communities, theold landing mats from Vietnam era that were turned on their end and cemented into theground. The problem is you can't see through them. And so kids on the other side or others
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on the other side of the wall can throw rocks and there's property damage and injury to ourborder agents.So we've actually been taking those out, the plan has been taking those walls out and puttingin a bollard style fence, which works better. In fact, the president visited near -- well, inYuma. Near Yuma, near San Luis. We have probably the best border infrastructureanywhere along the southern border. It's two fences with an access road in the middle.But two fences, not a wall. I -- I'm struggling to think of any place in Arizona now where wehave what could properly be called a wall or anywhere were such an opaque kind ofstructure that one thinks about when they say wall would be appropriate. Can you correctme there?
NIELSEN:I think your -- your point is well taken. What has changed is the president asked the men andwomen of CBP what is it that you need. What is it that you need to provide operationalcontrol of the border.And what the men and women on the front lines came back and said is we do not need a wallfrom sea to shining sea, what we need is a variety -- and that's why we call it a wall system --a variety of components that together help us reach those four missions that I mentionedearlier. I'll just say quickly because I think you -- you were outside. But impedance anddenial, which is that infrastructure, access and mobility admission readiness and domainawareness.
FLAKE:All right. There some parts of Arizona, actually, where we have a lot of our border traffic,near Naco or Douglas, where if you did put a border wall, it would actually drown outcommunities on the southern side. You have a watershed and river and floods that -- that gonorthward. And if you had a wall, it would impede the progress.
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In fact, even the fences that we have there, the new fences have to have storm gates in them.And in certain times of the year, those storm gates have to be left open for the floods comethrough. And so I -- I just -- I hope that the -- the evolution of discussion on this willcontinue.And that when you talk about a border wall and the wall and the wall has to be funded, it -- itconjures up images that don't exist, to say nothing of who would pay for it. And we won'teven get into that. But -- but just when talking about the wall and insistence that the wall befunded, it -- it -- that may be a good rhetorical device or campaign device, but in the realworld it doesn't mean much.And I'm pleased, like I said, that you've been moving in a different direction, talking about awall system, which really isn't a wall. Fences are better. Good fences make good neighborsis probably apt here. And we certainly do need more structures, more barriers moreinfrastructure. In previous iterations of immigration reform legislation, we've provided forthat.It's not just now. The president wasn't the first one to talk about needing a border barrier. So-- so anyway, that -- I'll move on from -- from that and talk a little about CBP hiring. We havethe CBP Hire Act to make it easier to retain and hire border agents and port agents. Can youtalk about what the needs are there?
NIELSEN:Yes...
FLAKE:We've had difficulty hiring them fast enough.
NIELSEN:We -- hiring continues to be a challenge but one that we're taking very seriously.Commissioner -- Acting Commissioner McAleenan has been very clear both on the need to
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hire and to retain. So we're looking not just at our authorities and how we can innovativelyreach new and expanded audience, but also we're looking at things like the polygraphs thatthey have to take as officers, to ensure that they are done efficiently and that they're notinappropriately, if you will, and unnecessarily weeding some out.
FLAKE:All right. With regard to the -- the wall systems. Can you talk about the need for borderroads or access roads?
NIELSEN:They're vital. It's the way in which CBP can then respond to an alert, whether it be a visualalert or whether it be from a sensor or camera so that access and mobility is key not only forsafety of the agents, but also for their ability to do their job.
FLAKE:Let me just say for Arizona, when I talk to the property owners down there, the ranchers andothers, that is one of the most important items that they reference again and again andagain. And the border agents. You know, you -- you can have decent barriers, which we can'thave everywhere. As I mentioned, the topography doesn't allow it. But you've got to haveroads. You've got to have access.And sometimes, the -- there can be activity, illegal activity or crossings just a few milesaway. But without access roads to get there, it can take a couple of hours for agents to -- to --to respond. So I -- I hope that that's on the list in the bipartisan bill that we've been workingon. That is part of the -- what -- what is authorized, so I hope that -- that that can moveahead.With -- with that, let me say do you support body cameras for DHS law enforcement?
NIELSEN:
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I have not had the opportunity to have that discussion with my component heads but Iunderstand the need for it and I look forward to discussing with them. I'm happy to get backto you on that.
FLAKE:All right. Senator Whitehouse?
WHITEHOUSE:Thank you, Chairman Flake.
FLAKE:You're recognized for five minutes.
WHITEHOUSE:I think I may be the last questioner that you see. So I hope that as you go back and reflect ontoday's hearing, that a few things stick out. I think Senator Graham's conversation with you -- I hope that you take that very much to heart. I think it's formulation of the need for there tobe a Phase 1 and then a phase two and that if either side wants everything in phase twopushed forward to Phase 1, we'll crash right at the very beginning, we won't be able to moveforward.Phase 1, I think, is a very constructive idea. And I thought that after the first meeting withthe president, we were very close to the outline of a Phase 1 resolution. I think also thenotion that's been discussed here of wall systems is a very good idea because I think there'sa difference between being in support of border security and being in pursuit of massive,unnecessary, overly-expensive and unwanted public works spending programs, just wallsfor the sake of walls.And particularly where they will do damage to local communities, local farmers, localaccess to the river and so forth. I think the more we calm down and think this thing through,the more you'll find that there is in fact support for considerable reasonable increases to
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border security. And I hope that's the key message you take away. I would like to change thetopic in my last minutes to fentanyl.Fentanyl is killing Americans at a phenomenal, appalling rate. Fentanyl is a compoundcreated chemically that behaves in the mind, in the brain, as if it were heroin, but it can bedialed up to far more lethal concentrations.And the result is that very often, an addict who is accustomed to heroin gets suddenly intoFentanyl, and they die. Rhode Island has a small town called Burrilllville, it's got just acouple thousand people.It's got, I think, only two funeral parlors. There may be 25, 30 people in the entire policedepartment, so in one three month period, beginning of the year a couple of years backwhen I was working on the Comprehensive Addiction Recovery Act with Senator Portman,they had six fatalities in that little community.That is a little bit like beating on a bruise, you know? People get hurt by the first fatality, andthen the second, and then the third, and then the fourth, and people know each other andit's back to the same funeral homes and the police are starting to get very agonized at whatthey have to see and how hard it is for them to respond and that they can't deal with it.And the lethal aspects of Fentanyl, I think, are felt all across the country in all of our states.My understanding is that a very good deal of it is coming from China, that it is so potent thatit can be dialed down to fairly small packages and still shipped, and I would like to urge thatyou make it a really important border security priority, as important as walls and fences, totry to figure out how our shipping services and our postal service, through which customscontrolled materials come from overseas, can find the damn Fentanyl before it gets into ourchildren and kills them.
NIELSEN:You have my commitment, sir. Earlier, we talked about the STOP Act, we talked about theINTERDICT Act, but we need to do more and couldn't -- I couldn't agree more.
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WHITEHOUSE:I think the topics that I've mentioned in my previous questioning, election interference andcybersecurity, are ones where I think there's very considerable partisan eagerness to protectour country on both sides of the aisle.Republicans and democrats alike feel very strongly about that. Fentanyl's exactly the sameway.
NIELSEN:I agree.
WHITEHOUSE:There is a bipartisan door that is open to you on all three of these issues, so I urge you, comeknocking.
NIELSEN:I look forward to it sir.
WHITEHOUSE:OK, good.
NIELSEN:Thank you for bringing all three up.
WHITEHOUSE:Now, I'm a little frustrated that there seems to be no proactive legislative effort coming fromany part of the administration on cyber, coming from any part of the administration onelection interference, and very little coming on -- on Fentanyl, and I think these are
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opportunities that you are missing to accomplish important things in a bipartisan way thatwill save American lives.
NIELSEN:We will be by to talk about it.
WHITEHOUSE:Very well, thank you.
NIELSEN:Thank you.
WHITEHOUSE:Thank you, Chairman Flake.
FLAKE:Thank you, Senator Whitehouse.I'm glad that Senator Graham mentioned the phases, I know we spoke about that in thatTuesday meeting. But those of us who have been involved in immigration reform legislationbefore recognize that some of these issues are extremely thorny.They take a lot of negotiation and compromise on all sides, things like chain migrationasylum policy -- policies dealing with unaccompanied minors, worker programs,enforcement issues, those are all things that will need to be part of comprehensive reform.But in order to make sure that we protect those who came, through no fault of their own, theso called DACA kids, there's got to be a Phase 1, and phase two and probably a phase three.And I hope that that -- that message is taken back and certainly recognized, in order to getthe votes that we need to pass this important legislation.
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The hearing record will be open for one week. I would ask those who need to get questionsin, and ask those who are answering the questions, to do it as quickly as possible.And I ask unanimous consent that the closing statement of Senator Grassley be part of therecord, without objection, and with ...(LAUGHTER)... nobody to object to. With that, the hearing stands adjourned.
NIELSEN:Thank you, sir.
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